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ell here we go again, back this
time online. A new man at the
helm Paul Smith from Northern

Ireland Masters puts the Magazine
together, whilst I remain as Contributing
Editor feeding news and views to Paul.

We hope to produce a printed copy in the
near future but members will have to pay
£10 for four issues a year, but we need to
find out numbers before arranging the
printing.

The meanwhile what a mess the Athletics
World is in with the past President, Vice

President and others from IAAF, arrested
allegedly involved in corruption.

Russia has also been provisionally
suspended from competition, they will not
compete in next year’s World Indoor
Championships and may also not go to
Rio.

WMA have also imposed similar
restrictions for Russian Master Athletes.

Kenya have also been involved in scandal
with President Isaiah Kiplagat, David
Okeya and Joseph Kinyua being
suspended by the IAAF ethics commission.

Following WADA’s damning report on drug
testing Russia, Argentina, Ukraine, Bolivia,
Andorra and Israel are reported to have
issues regarding breaches of the anti-
doping code.

Whilst Brazil, Belgium, France, Greece,
Mexico and Spain are on a watch list, and
must meet strict conditions by March
2016 or face further action.

President Lord Coe has a very tough task
in putting things to right especially in
view of concerns in the way “Hayward
Field” was awarded the 2021 World
Championships.

His now relinquished conflicting role with
Nike, was thought by many inappropriate
in view of his present role.

Back home further cuts to Local
Government budgets could well see cuts
in the management of sports centres,
with increases in hire charges and fees a
likely scenario

The next online version of this Magazine
will be in April to cover the Indoor and
British Masters Cross Country events.

Brian Owen

W
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INTERNATIONAL &
NATIONAL FIXTURES 2016

International:
29/Mar-3/April.
EMAA Indoor Ancona, ITA
20/22 May.
EMAA Non Stadia Vila Real, PORT
26 Oct-6 November.
WMA Track & Field, Perth, AUS
12 November.
British & Irish XC International , Glasgow.

National:
14 February.
SOE, EVAC & VAC Indoor Champs, with
BMAF Pentathlon, Lee Valley.
14 February.
BMAF 10m, Lychet Minster.
21 February.
SCVAC Indoor Championships, Lee Valley.
28 February.
EMAA Inter Area Challenge, Lee Valley.
12-13 March.
BMAF Indoor Championships, Lee Valley.
13 March.
BMAF XC, Bath University.
2 April
BMAF & VAC 10k Championships. Olympic
Park, London.
14 May
BMAF Road Relays, Sutton Park.
19 June
BMAF 5k Road, Horwich.
14 August.
BMAF Marathon, Isle-of-Man.
9 October.
BMAF Half Marathon, Glasgow.

Area:
MMAC Cross Country Championships
17/01/2016 @ Wolverhampton
Closing Date 09/01/2016

VAC Cross Country Championships
23/01/2016 @ Wimbledon
Closing Date 21/01/2016

BMAF

RESULTS
Full results can be found on the BMAF
website.

World Mountain Running
Championships, 10.6k
Betws-y-Coed, Sept 20,
M35: 1 Zac Freudenburg NED 42:04; 2 Simon
Bailey GBR 42:21; 6 Michael Cayton GBR 43:50; 12
Ewen Malloch GBR 44:27; M40: 1 Morgan Donnelly
GBR 42:26; 2 Christopher Greenwood GBR 42:35;
5 Jason Williams GBR 44:47; M45: 1 Karl Gray
GBR 43:57; 2 Martin Cox GBR 44:48; 3 Tom
Tipping GBR 46:42; M50: 1 Craig Roberts GBR
44:18; 2 Ben Reynolds GBR 44:39; 3 Alan Bowness
GBR 44:54; M55: 1 Franz Prager GER 40:35; 5 Mick
Odoherty GBR 42:05; 7 Mike Egner GBR 42:23; 8
Nick Peach GBR 42:25; M60: 1 Marino Porttigliotti
ITA 42:45; 2 Stephen Jones GBR 43:11; 3 Nigel
Gates GBR 43:49; 5 Stephen Morran GBR 44:42;
M65: 1 Bernard Grant GBR 43:33; 5 Michael Walsh
GBR 47:43; 6 Kenneth Taylor 47:51; M70: 1
Geoffrey Howard GBR 48:57; 2 Martin Ford GBR
50:49; 3 Jeffrey Norman GBR 51:18; M75: 1 norman
Bush GBR 48:57; 2 Peter Covey GBR 54:56; 6
Barry Johnson GBR 1h:12:55; W35: 1 Anna Lupton
GBR 49:22; 2 Katie Beecher GBR 50:54; 5 Hazel
McLaughlin GBR 1h00.28; W40: 1 Helen Berry GBR
50:16; 2 Shona Robertson GBR 51:34; 8 Andrea
Rowlands GBR 53:00; W45: 1 Lucy Elliott GBR
52:42; 3 Judith Jepson GBR 53:44; 4 Angela Jones
GBR 54:34; W50: 1 Sally Gibbs NZL 53:19; 3
Suzanne Budgett GBR 56|:57; 5 Sally Malir GBR
58:15;7 Julie Carter GBR 59:39;W55: 1 Ali Keates
GBR 47:16; 3 Jackie Casey GBR 49:16; 10 Patrica
Justin GBR 58:10; W60: 1 Ann-Marie Jones GBR
48:31; 2 Sue Haslam GBR 52:06; 3 Patrica Goodall
GBR 52:11; W65: 1 Lou Lyness GBR 54:30; 2
Alison Brentnall GBR 55:52; 4 Phyllis Lemoncello
GBR 1h:04:21; W70: 1 Brenda Jones GBR 1h:07.15;
4 Brenda Robinson GBR 1h:20:11;
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BMAF Mile Road
Championships, Cardiff,
Oct 3.
M35: 1 Dean Kane 5:03; 2 Paul Allen 5:04; M40: 1
Nick Shasha 4:45; 2 Huw Evans 4:46; 3 Robert
White 4:48; M45: 1 Lee Aherne 4:51; 2 Mark
Havenhand 4:52; 3 Steve Goss 5:07; M50: 1
Andrew Ridley 4:44; 2 Ben Reynolds 4:45; 3
Royston Whitehouse 5:06; M55: 1 Ifan Lloyd ntt; 2
Anthony Williams ntt; 3 Kevin Pye ntt; M60:1 Kevin
Archer ntt; 2 Elio Lepre ntt; M70: 1 Barrie Roberts
7:06; M75: 1 Edmond Simpson 7:29; 2 Arthur
Kimber 8:33; W35: 1 Claire Beatty 5:50; 2 Elizabeth
Nocton 6:47; W40: Keri Jones 6:17; W45: 1 Angela
Jones 5:43; 2 Nicola Gething 5:47; W50: Karen
Brooks 5:50; W60: 1 Jacqueline Wynds 7:32; 2
Eirian Arwyn 7:56; W65: 1 Ros Tabor 6:34; 2 Angie
Handforth 6:53;

BMAF XC RELAYS, Long
Eaton, 24th October
M35:
1 Leicester Coritanians 50:25 (Chris Jordan 9.48,
Gordon Lee 10:01, Ludovic Renou 10:26, Gareth
Deacon 10:26, Mark Powell 9:43 ); 2 Salford H 51:10
(William McCartney 9:56, Chris Tulley 10:34,
Robert Hughes 10:10, Richard Brook 10:26, James
Kovacs 10:04 ); 3 Richmond & Zetland 52:49 (Steve
Middleton 10.26, Carl Jones 10:20, Tony Lambert
10:19, David Hack 10:49, Ken Harker 10:53 );
M45:
1 Mansfield HAC 51:42 (Paul Butcher 10:09; Phil
Shaw 11:13, Mark Johnson 9:41, Andy Wetherill
10:37, Alan Smith 10:02 ); 2 Salford H 52:16 (Paul
Simmons 10.26, Rodger Allsop 10:36, David
Lockett 10:38, Robert Tudor 10:33, Phil Leybourne
10:03); 3 Redhill RR 58:05 (Matthew Clapp 10:41,
Anthony Aram 12:36, Nigel Cobb 11:44, Francesco
Lari 12:09);
M55:
1 Wirral AC 46:08 (Graham Ratcliffe 11:41, Anthony
Devoy 11:58, Kevin Buxton 11:27, David
Norman11:02); 2 Shieffield AC 46:33 (Jed Turner
11:07, Gary Podmore 12:08, Mike Quiin 12:30,
Chris Ireland 10:48); 3 Oxford City 47:06 (Richard
Grant 11:43, Giovanni Puglisi 12:19, Stewart Thorp,
Brian Green 11:18);
M65:
1 Rotherham HAC 38:02 (Mick Masters 12:34,
Malcolm Palfreyman 13:04, Rob Tintiger 12:24); 2
Blackheath & Bromley 38:12 (Peter Hamilton 12:50,
Rob Brown 12:58, Bob Minting 12:24); 3 Bingley
HAC 39:28 (Peter Ellerton 13:18, Tony Kingham
13:53, Bryan Parkinson 12:17);
W35:
1 Heanor RC 34:38 (Louise Insley 11:47, Claire
Smith 11:57, Lisa Palmer 10:54); 2 Telford AC 35:15
(Michelle Clarke 11:37, Denise Sanders 12:36,
Claire Martin 11:02); 3 Long Eaton 37:40 (Sarah

Harris 11:05, Lindsay Smith 13:48, Jodie Smith
12:47);
W45:
1 Dulwich Runners AC 38:22 (Clare Elms 11:14,
Ros Tabor 13:37, Nicola Richmond 13:31); 2 Home
Pierrepont RC 41:37 (Serena Bignell 12:31, Mary
Mills 15:08, Lorraine Salkild 13:58); 3 Long Eaton
RC 43;28 (Vreni Verudeven 14:02, Jackie Mather
14:15, Kath Benson 15:11);
W55:
1 Prestatyn RC 44:37 (Sue Rogers 14:59, Debbie
Richards 15:17, Gabby Waring 14:21); 2 Westbury
H 46:29 (Marilyn Palmer 15:41, Eithne Noonan
16:15, Shirley Hume 14:33); 3 Long Eaton RC 48:58
(Cath Rowe 14:57, Valerie Lindsey 16:57, Kath
Crockford 17:04);

FASTEST LEGS:
M35: Mark Powell 9:43;
M45: Mark Johnson 9:41;
M55: Jim McMahon 10:35;
M65: Bryan Parkinson 12:17;
W35: Lisa Palmer 10:54;
W45: Clare Elms 11:14;
W55: Elzbeita Lepa 14:16;

SEE REPORT: BY MEL JAMES IN THIS
ISSUE.

BMAF Marathon,Newcastle,
1st November

M35: 1 Phil Martin 2h44.12; 2 Gavin Gates
2h50.07; 3 Danny Routledge 3h50.57;
M40: Grant Ramsey 2h44.45;
M45: 1 Jason Bennett 2h53.33; 2 Richard
Rex 3h36.50; 3 Alan Hodgson 3h45.45;
M50: 1 Nigel Rackham 2h41.09; 2 Darran
Bilton 2h45.37; 3 Steve Reeve 3h03.40;
M55: 1 Richard Wilkinson 3h39.44; 2 Gerry
Hehir 4h00.17;
M60: 1 David king 3h49.10; 2 Ian Richardson
3h55.40; 3 Kenny McCormack 4h50.51;
M65: David Pettifer 3h27.47;
M75: John Taylor 4h43.33;
W35: Kelly Dodds 3h:27.30;
W45: Louise Griffin 4h09.44;
W50: 1 Davina Lonsdale 4h13.05; 2 Michele
Morgan 4h31.35;
W55: Anne Craddock 4h51.55;
W60: Anastasia Lincoln 7h02.51;
W65: 1 Sarah Marzaioli 4h20.27; 2 Ann Bath
5h19.50;
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300 plus Club October
winners

£ 125 Peter Morris.
£ 10 Graham Cooper, Kitty Garnett, Mike
Wrenn, David Sinnott, Nigel Wray (who has
kindly donated his prize to the BMAF).

World Best Masters
2015

ByBridget Cushen
The tall blond German athlete Silke Schmidt lapped

the entire 42-strong W55 field in the A seeded section

of the 5,000m on the hottest day of the Championships

in Lyon as the temperature soared to over 40°. As

World Record holder she started as favourite, she

holds all the W55 World records from 1500m (4.51.26)

5,000m (17.32.54), 10,000m (36.53.81) and the half

marathon Best, a formidable achievement.

She went on to become World Masters Champion in

all these events in Lyon in a packed programme, but it

was the margin of her win in some of her races that

also made her the outstanding favourite for the IAAF

World Best Female Athlete of the Year Award. She

richly deserves the recognition.

A British runner became the first man to run a mile in

under 4-minutes back in 1954 and, fittingly, David

Heath a British Masters athlete became the first man

aged over 50 to run 1500m in under 4 minutes on 21

June in Castres, France, where he ran 3.58.26seconds

to break one of the oldest records in the book set 31-

year ago by the Australian Surgeon Tom Roberts, by 4

seconds and the European record by 6sec.

David followed that up with a 1.58.72 800m run on 4

July for a European Record and he went on to become

World M50 800/1500m gold medallist in Lyon winning

the 800m by a clear 3 seconds in 2.01.93 and the

1500m in 4.01.54 by an incredible margin of 15

seconds to set a Championships record.

He competed with distinction in the IAAF Diamond

League Masters 800m Race in Paris on 4 July winning

the M50 800 in 1.58.90sec.

Selected by WMA to compete in the exhibition Masters

M50+ 800m held during the IAAF World

Championships in Beijing in August with Allan Cook,

Australia, Gunnar Rune Durén of Sweden, the two

Canadians Paul Osland and Michael Sherar, the

German Peter Oberlissen, Anselm LeBourne, USA,

Chunsheng Wang, China and Benoit Zavattero of

France, David led from the start covering the first

400m in under 60sec. TV Announcer Steve Ovett, the

Moscow Olympics 800m gold medallist, excitedly

shouted “that is incredible; these guys are aged over

50”.

David was on the fringe of becoming a top

international as a younger runner. Before the age of

35 his best 800m time was 1.50.01 in 1992 and 3.41.0

for 1500m. He is on the long list of sub 4-minute milers

having run 3.59.36 in 1989.

He now joins Silke, both already nominated as

European Masters Athletics Best Masters, and should

have received their Awards during the now cancelled

IAAF Gala in Monaco on 25 November.

Services to Athletics:
Stewart Harris
Stewart Harris has made a huge contribution to the
administration of the sport and as a technical official.

His roles in the sport over his years of service include
being a past President of Warwickshire Schools
Association, Warwickshire County Athletics
Association, the Midland Counties AA and the
Birmingham Invitation Cross Country League. His
contribution to these organisations and the sport goes
beyond these roles. He has also assisted Schools,
County and Area athletics for over 50 years.
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He is still very active in the sport and in his role as an
official referees most of the Warwickshire Road Race
League races in the summer, a number of cross
country events in the winter and still finds time to act
as a field judge/ referee, particularly for schools events.
Stewart has for many years been the Referee at the
Masters Road Relays.

Unfortunately Stewart could not attend this evening; he
is pictured receiving his West Midlands Regional
Award.

In Memoriam:
We are sorry to record the death of the following
members:

M80 high jumper Geoff Feast, his funeral was on 17
September in Penn Church, 3 miles North of
Beaconsfield, at 11.00

News has also reached us of the death of Hurdler
Nanette Cross of SCVAC

We offer our condolence to their families and to Ray
Lewis, our former Road Running Secretary, on the loss
of his dear wife Jacqui in August.

Hamilton Thomas
1937-2015

Author: Ian Tempest

The Hammer Circle, the UK’s association of hammer
throwers, coaches and supporters, has been in
existence since 1952. We are delighted to pay tribute
to Hamilton Thomas, a member of the Hammer Circle
for more than fifty years.

Hamilton, known as Barry Thomas when he was
competing in the 1950s and 1960s, was an
outstanding hammer thrower. He first made the upper
echelons of the British rankings in 1956, when still a
junior and coached by Dennis Cullum, a legend in
athletics, he got up to seventh in the UK in 1961 with a
personal best throw of 52.75 metres, and was capped
for Britain in an international match v Switzerland in
that season. He was close to the top of the UK
rankings for ten years, 1956-1966, and later in life
returned to athletics as a veteran athlete, winning
numerous UK and international titles in hammer throw
and weight throw. He continued to compete as a
veteran until 2014. Hamilton became a member of the
Hammer Circle in the 1950s and attended many of the
annual Reunions until very recently He will be greatly
missed, by the other members of the Hammer Circle,
including Olympic athletes and coaches.

One aspect of hammer throwing influenced his private
life! Hamilton’s coach, Dennis Cullum became his
stepfather in 1958 by marrying his mother Doris!
Dennis, the founder of the Hammer Circle reunion,
died in 1985.

Hamilton lived in Canada for many years, and
returned to the UK in retirement, finally living in Lewes
in Sussex since 2000 – Lewes Athletics Club was his
final club. He died on 2- May 2015 and is buried in
the Cemetery in Lewes.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
ARTHUR KIMBER

Since the last issue of Masters Athletics British
athletes have had a very successful summer at the
European Non-Stadia Championships in Grosseto,
Italy, and the World Track and Field Championships in
Lyon, France, as well as at national championships and
the Inter Area Challenge, setting many World,
European and British records. Angela Copson, in the
Inter Area Challenge, clocked 5:54.59 to break the
world W65 one mile record and become the first
woman to get under six minutes. Three British
athletes were selected for the M50 and W50 races in
the IAAF World Championships in Beijing, where
David Heath won the M50 800m, Sally Read-Cayton
won the W50 400m, with Virginia Mitchell in second
place. David has since won both the European and
World Master Athlete of 2015 awards.

In October some of our athletes took part in the
Cardiff weekend of running in the half marathon and
the centre city one mile races. In November the
British and Irish Cross Country Championships were
held this year in the ideal Santry course in Dublin, very
well organised by Irish Masters.

In the Manchester Metropolitan University research
project over 300 runners aged over 60 completed
measurements of their habitual activity levels and
nearly 200 of them, aged 60 to 88, have taken part in
detailed body scans and mobility measurements.
MMU provided feedback to each athlete who took
part and provisional results show that long term
athletic training maintains good metabolic health and
mobility. Some athletes, with more to follow, have
taken part in a study on motor neuron changes with
age. Next year will begin the study on heart rhythms,
where athletes have a small device, the Medtronic
LINQ, implanted in the chest for a period of three
years, a study supported by the British Heart
Foundation.

Maurice Doogan and I met Peter Kennedy and Andy
Robinson, chief executive of IT Company Reportlab
Europe Ltd, to agree arrangements for switching from
AREG to a new system, Opentrack, for competition
and area club membership entries. This will take place
in January next year.

Harry Matthews and I met Andy Day of England
Athletics and secured for 2016 the same level of
funding as we had this year for the two inter area

challenges and the England team for the British and
Irish Masters Championships to be held in Glasgow.

Masters Athletics will in future be published online,
with the possibility of a printed copy if there is a
demand and if members are prepared to pay £10 per
year for the four issues.

Paul Smith of Northern Ireland Masters, will be the
editor with Brian Owen continuing as Contributing
Editor.

I wish you all an injury free and successful
competition winter.

TRACK AND FIELD
SECRETARY’S END OF
YEAR REPORT
MAURICE DOOGAN

Firstly, thank you for your continued support of our
Championships, where we had a record entry of 581
for our Main Indoor and Winter Throws Championships
at Lee Valley in March followed by a second best entry
of 798 for our Main Outdoor Championships at
Alexander Stadium in July.

However that did not prevent the continuing
haemorrhaging of funds from B.M.A.F coffers, where
the main culprits are the Main Indoors and the
Decathlon weekend.

The losses at the Indoors can be pruned, but not
sufficiently to make a substantial difference. We also
have the problem that although additional entries
would help, we are not far from full capacity for a two
day Indoor Meeting, where daylight factors affect the
external Winter Throws. Sponsorship would be an
answer, but we need to remove our ‘invisibility’ first.

It is my remit to organise the British Masters National
T+F Championships, it is certainly not to cancel them
or increase the entry fees vastly, to try and make them
viable. That I know will be self-defeating in two aspects.
Higher entry fees reduce numbers and reduced
numbers detracts from it being a meaningful National
Championship. So is there a Third Way? The answer
is YES.

At our Outdoor Pentathlon and Decathlon/ Heptathlon
/Throws Pentathlon / 10K’s Weekend, where we also
have very poorly supported Autumn Classics, the
deficits can be neutralised. At the Outdoor Pentathlon
next June we will have an empty track for vast swaths
of the day with Track Officials, Timekeepers and
Photo-Finish available.
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So what events should we put on for you –One Hour
races, Sprint and Hurdles Fest or Coach-Ins.? Let me
have your ideas, it is your money we are losing.

The Decathlon Weekend, which next year will be in
July, will you enter the High Summer Classics [as
opposed to Autumn], to gauge your fitness and
competitive edge against same standard Masters,
before the Nationals in September [the Worlds are in
October/November].

We will have Mile races, Sprints and Hurdles and
another go at non-standard Relay record attempts.
This year four M50’s got a European 4x800m Record
[A whisker outside the World record].

So are you up for this, let me know.

Finally, following a third successful year of South of
England Masters Indoor championships, put on partly
to subsidise the Indoor Pentathlon, but also as a
gesticulated riposte to S.E.A.A for arrogantly, and
illegally, removing M35’s and W35’s from their Masters
Age Groups and holding 10 year Age Group
Championships, I am proposing a South of England
Masters Outdoor Championships in 2016.

The proposed date is 3rd July at a new track in Central
London. I even have the special [large] medals, which
a lot of you have seen photos of, in stock [well actually
hallway–boxes of them]. I will keep you posted.

I am not ignoring the Midlands and North on purpose.
The Midlands are very largely covered by M.M.A.C
and the North? I got my fingers burnt by a very low
attendance of Northern athletes at a Masters Open
Indoor Meeting in Sheffield a few years ago, having
spent three years getting Northern Athletics to put it on,
even taking the British Masters Indoor Pentathlon
Championships there, but the very low entry made it
unviable. Northern Athletics were not prepared to fund
it the following year.

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
2015. TEAM MANAGERS LAMENT

Let me begin with a precise [well almost] of the three
Championships this tear, just to outline to non-
combatants, the highs and lows of our forays overseas,
the Vikings in reverse.

European Masters Indoors – Torun, Poland
As final proof for the blinkered and un-enlightened,
holding an International Championship a ‘million miles’
from a truly international airport affects entries, was
shown here, by only 2400 entries [1000 below the
norm].

The venue, which was brand new, and this its first
major event, was stunning, but the problem was that
EMA failed to make the most of its excellent facilities.

Reasonable indoor warm-up facilities could have been
better used, that required some lateral thinking and
more supervision. Dodgy judging led to a few

problems/disputes over results, but the biggest
‘tragedy’ was the Cross Country course failing to make
the most of a fantastic wood with an extremely variable
terrain, by having 300m of tarmac road at the start and
finish area of each lap. Athletes were further un-
enamoured by a short course.

European Masters Non-Stadia – Grosseto, Italy
Again a venue a ‘million miles’ from a truly
international airport, so we were down to 64 Brits [OK,
double the number that went to Upice, Czech Republic,
but that was a ‘billion miles’ from anywhere]. Again
poor organisation, due to the lack of guidance and
supervision of the LOC by EMA, caused numerous
problems.

Lack of both signage and National Team notice boards
were the tell-tale signs. The Cross Country was held at
a very interesting venue with varying terrain, but
unfortunately was held 40 Kilometres from Grosseto,
again with no signage and sparse directions.

The road races, 10K and Half Marathon, were held on
interesting courses, although lacking full marshalling
and a suspicion that there were no drinks station in the
last few kilometres of the Half Marathon. Which was
outside of the town.

The 20k/30k Walks were held in the blazing afternoon
sun, with absolutely no shade, so there were
numerous athletes with dehydration problems at the
end. That almost turned out to be the least of their
worries, as we had the ludicrous situation of this race
being held after the Closing Ceremony, hence the
medal ceremonies being held after 20.00, which on a
Sunday had only half the restaurants in town open and
last orders being, in the main, at 21.00 for those that
were open.

Come back Capt. Mainwaring all is forgiven – but
Dad’s Army does sum it up.

World Masters Outdoor Championships
Lyon, France.

What promised to be a golden opportunity to wipe
away memories of the previous disasters in
Sacramento and Porto Alegre, drew 589 British entries,
a record by a ‘street’. However, as no one ever learns,
the LOC got scant guidance and early supervision,
which lead to absolutely no warm up facilities
whatsoever at the main track – I will take the idea that
an at best 25m long tennis court is a warm up facility is
someone definitely clutching at straws, after they
forgot to ensure the 200m Indoor Track was to be the
warm up area, and included in the Contract.

The lack of facilities at the other three tracks and non-
stadia venues, which included very little and
inappropriate food for athletes and lack of gazebo to
provide shade for athletes between trials etc. There
was also the absurd situation of the shuttle buses
running to the drivers timetables rather than the
published ones, all of which indicated pre-planning had
been in short supply, which with 8000 entries is hard to
understand.
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The saving grace however was a public transport
system that worked brilliantly, well apart from the
‘cattle truck’ experience of the trolley bus journey
between Gare de Vaise and Stade Balmont [the Main
Stadium and TIC], every morning and evening.

I will just say that the Cross Country course was
interesting, and leave it at that.

That being said, the City of Lyon made up for a lot of
the difficulties, which if you were only doing the odd
event you may not have experienced, with its open air
restaurants, hostelries and amazing ambiance.
Definitely a city to revisit and explore more.

Over the three Championships we more than held our
own with regard to the Medal Tables, especially in
Lyon, where we finished third, ahead of the Americans
and the Australians [a repeat of the Ashes],

However, there are some self-inflicted lows.

All members of Team Management are unpaid, giving
of their time for free, some also between their own
competitions, and paying every single ‘cent’ of their
expenses to get there and stay there.

Yes, each athlete is an individual and does the same,
but you have also ‘signed up’ as a member of a Team,
so are therefore expected to comply with certain
requirements, which are only in place so that we can
assist you.

So let me pose you some questions for you to dwell on,
before you consider entering for Ancona, the Algarve
and Perth.

Why is it necessary to keep reminding you to read
Peter Duhig’s PLEASE READ Important information
for entrants, at the top of the International Fixtures List,
on the BMAF website?

Why do you book flights etc. that get you to the host
city the day before your first event, but after
declarations and/or TIC closes, if you actually know
what those times are. This when not knowing that you
are not expected to compete at 08.00 the next morning.
Even if you are lucky and just before you leave, you
find out that you are not competing until after 12.00,
with all the hassle you will have to go through, are you
going to compete to the best of your ability. You have
just spent eleven months going through hell to get your
body there in the best shape possible, those are the
worst possible odds you can give yourself, which begs
the question, why are you bothering. So, PLEASE
ENGAGE BRAIN.

Why after three e-mails requesting copies of your
passport, do 156 of you out of the 589 entries for Lyon
fail to respond. Even after a fourth e-mail, just before I
left for Lyon, only aroused 51 to reply, which I partly
picked up in Lyon. That left 105 of you in Lyon un-
validated as being a rightful member of the British
Team.

All entrants are now contacted before leaving for
Championships, reminding them that as a member of
the British Team, athletes in events that also have
Team elements within them are requested to sign up
on the GB Notice Board of their intention to compete in
the race or otherwise. This is to ensure we put
together the most teams possible which have to be
submitted the evening before the event. In Lyon the
non-compliant athletes constituted between 28 to 47%
of the entry list for the Team events. An example of
why this matters. In Grosseto, one athlete did not
bother but just decided to turn up. We were left with
only knowing that three athletes would be racing in that
age group, and two in the lower age group. The lax
athlete finished in the first three and got a team medal,
but the fourth athlete missed out. However on looking
at the results, if we had moved the fourth athlete down
to the lower age group they would also have won a
team medal. So one athlete’s attitude, lost three
athletes a medal. That is why being a Team Player
matters, because that could be you.

However, the most disturbing issue leading on from
the above mentioned attitude, is after athletes decide
not to follow the laid out procedures, and get reminded
about what is expected of them, or get given a
decision they do not like, some resort to verbal abuse,
which is no longer an isolated occurrence. In Lyon this
happened on several occasions from athletes and
other family members, one for the second Outdoor
Championship running.

So a reminder to the miscreants, be aware. Team
Management, like you are just part of the team, but it is
OUR ball.

Here ends the Lament, but not the last word.

The Championships, whatever the trials and
tribulations, always end on a high, or is it relief,
especially Lyon. After a very fraught fortnight, all
issues and concerns were washed away on the stream,
by a fantastic Brits Farewell Party to Lyon [attended by
300+ athletes] on an Aussie Boat on the River Rhone.
That will take some beating, but it will be one of our
goals [remember whose ball it is], what is yours.

Hope to see you in Ancona [I am doing my Recce on
13th January], the Algarve and or Perth. Are you are
up for any of them.

Angela Copson of the Midland Masters Athletic
Club talks to Chris Evans on the BBC Radio Two
Breakfast Show about her running career. Click on
the link below and forward to 2 hours and 20
minutes (available until 19th December 2015)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b06q6j98

ANGELA ON NATIONAL
RADIO
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By ALLAN WILLIAMS,
FOUNDER & SENIOR STAFF
COACH, LONDON POLE
VAULT ACADEMY (Picture
Tom Phillips)
1: Do Develop An Adequate and Appropriate
Warm Up Routine.
It is very important that you are well prepared
physically AND emotionally, for your training
session or competition if you are to maximise your
efforts both in training and competition. You should
develop a clear understanding of what you need to
do to prepare yourself from walking into the facility
‘cold’ and then being ready for your first jump (run,
throw or lift!). Also be aware that you should be
flexible in your routine, as you may need to
address specific daily needs, e.g., tight calves or
tight hamstrings etc. You will need to pay more
attention to these areas in order to be fully ready
for your session. It is also important that your
warmup is progressive. For instance, start with
gentle stretching before doing some of the more
forceful stretches. Build gradually towards being
ready to start your training session or competition
becoming more activity specific as you go. This
way you will minimise the risk of physical issues
cropping up and you will also be more emotionally
prepared for the task ahead.

2: Don’t Neglect A Good Warm Down.
If you have exerted yourself physically during your
session then it is not a good idea to just stop! It is
far better to go through a ‘warm down’ process.
This can alleviate a lot of post session soreness
that could impact negatively on your next session.
This time can also serve as a useful period of
reflection on the session to reinforce key points to
remember or elements that you want to focus on in
your next session.
3: Do Eat and Drink Appropriately.
It is imperative that you are properly and
adequately fuelled and hydrated if you are to
optimise your training workload AND in particular,
recover from your efforts before the next session.
Learning what works best for YOU will pay
dividends. Not only is it important WHAT you eat
but WHEN you eat is pivotal too. Many people
don’t appreciate that one of the biggest drains on
your energy levels is Digestion. So, being aware
of what and when to eat that works for you is very
important.
4: Don’t Just Train.
Ensure that you have a very specific focus at
every training session and on EVERY jump, run,
throw or lift etc. Unless you are engaging mind
AND body then you are not getting the most from
your efforts.
5: DoGetAdequateRest.
It is important that you recover between training sessions.
Remember that a lot of the training benefit takes place when
you are not training but rather when you are resting and
recovering. If you do not recover adequately between
sessions then you may compromise the quality of the next
session and possibly risk setting a pattern for injury.
6: Don’t Over Train.
It is not a good idea to cram too many different training
elements into one session. Even though it may be your way
of using your available training time. Mixing too many
different elements can easily lead to injury. This is particularly
pertinent to Masters Athletes. Professional athletes have the
luxury of spreading out their training time over a greater time
period so that they can focus on one element at each
workout. You may not be a professional athlete but it doesn’t
mean you cannot become more professional in your
approach to training.
7:DoStretchRegularly.
This doesn’t just mean physically, but you should stretch
yourself emotionally and intellectually. One of the most
valuable and effective tools in human growth and
development is to consistently stretch yourself on a regular
basis. If you can’t do something (yet), then you must do

Fifty
Do &
Don’t
Do’s
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something each day that will move you closer to being
capable of doing it. You have to expand your limitations and
to do this you should continually challenge and stretch
yourself.
8:Don’t Let Negativity Hold YouBack.
You should do whatever you can to add to the credit side of
your sporting balance sheet. This means positive and
constructive input. It is very easy to allow negative thoughts
to take control if you constantly bombard yourself with the
wrong thoughts or lose focus on what is valuable and
productive in your training. Although positive thinking won’t
allow you to anything, it will allow you to do EVERYTHING,
Better than negative thinking will.
9:DoKeepaTrainingDiary.
It is an excellent way to reinforce things learnt during a training
session and then to front---load your focus for your next
session. A record of your training will also be helpful in any
retrospective analysis and will help future decision making or
planning. The WRITTEN word is very powerful. It is said that
the ear is romance but the eye is logic. Perhaps this is why we
say, ‘It’s true, and I saw it with my own eyes!’
10:Don’t Be Afraid to Experiment.
One of the most counterproductive phrases in the English
language is ‘We’ve always done it this way!’ It is important to
try new things. Even if they don’t work, you learn from them.
Besides, do you really think that doing the same thing will
bring you different results?
11:DoCommunicateWellWithYourself.
How you ‘talk to yourself’ is a pivotal part of building the belief
system that will enable and empower you to achieve more.
By far the most important person you will ever communicate
with in determining your perspective or outlook is
YOURSELF! This will also influence your level of success
and happiness. So, learn to develop a good positive dialogue
and an optimistic rapport with yourself. Whether you tell
yourself that you can or you can’t, you are right! Because you
give yourself an embedded command and you either switch
on or shut down the belief system that will allow you to
achieve something (or not).
12:Don’t BeAfraid ToFail orMakeMistakes.
Failure itself is of little consequence but how you respond to
failure is critical. The pathway to success is built on many
failures and mistakes and if every mistake you make is a
new one, then you are getting somewhere. If you never
make mistakes then, apart from being very unusual, you
probably aren’t challenging yourself enough or are not open
minded enough to try new things.
13:DoShare YourGoalsWithOthersWhoWill Support
You.
It is not arrogance to confide in others exactly what your
goals and ambitions are. Particularly if these people will help
you stay focused and on track. Good supportive friends will

help to reinforce your commitment and support your efforts.
14:Don’t IgnoreWarningSigns.
The human body and in particular the human brain is
extremely adept at preserving integrity and will on occasions
send you very clear signals that something is about to go
wrong if you continue on the same path. Maybe the tightness
in your hamstrings is telling you NOT to do the running or
plyometric session you had planned today. This may be the
appropriate time to adapt and change your plan. You ignore
these signs at your peril and it could so easily halt your
progress. Develop a keen instinct for what is simply an
adaptive soreness and what could become a potentially
damaging issue.
15: DoKeepYour TrainingAppropriate andRelevant. It
is very easy to get carried away in your training, particularly if
you enjoy working hard and training hard. But if you are to
optimise your efforts and benefit in the area that it matters
most, i.e. in competition, then you must avoid being side
tracked in your training sessions. As an example, we have all
seen those individuals that start doing exercises to improve
their Bench Press. But forget that they are only Bench
Pressing to improve their pole vaulting.
16:Don’t LoseSight of Your EndGame.
Although you may enjoy training, you should strive to
achieve the state of excellence with THE LEAST
AMOUNT OF WORK POSSIBLE! Not a concept many
would appreciate. But if you are to have any longevity in
your career then you must avoid injury and setback that will
derail your progress. Part of your sporting education should
be developing the understanding to train smarter and not
harder! This will separate the mediocre from the great and
it will help keep you in the game.
17:DoLearnSomethingFromEvery TrainingSession
orCompetition.
Nothing is ever wasted if you learn from the experience.
Whatever you take on, you NEVER fail to get a result or an
outcome. If you learn from that outcome then it becomes a
positive and valuable experience that will help you improve
and keep you optimistically moving forwards towards your
goals.
18:Don’t Make It Personal.
When you are competing, don’t ever make it a personal
confrontation against your competitors. They are trying
(almost) as hard as you are to win! But everyone has to
deal with up and down moments and you need ALL of your
energy and focus to help you succeed. You cannot really
affect what others do in the competition anyway and by
unduly worrying about them, it will detract from YOUR own
effort and most likely ADD to theirs.
19: Do Make The Effort To Get To Know Your
Competitors.
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Not only will that help your own competitive
campaign but also you may well make a friend of
them and then everybody wins.
20: Don’t Compete In a Bubble.
It is very easy to become too insular and disconnected from
the competition when you try to shut out everything and
withdraw inside yourself. You will benefit from developing
the ability to stay focused but also stay in the moment. You
will be far better positioned to make good tactical decisions
that could mean the difference between winning and losing.
21:DoSurroundYourselfWithTheRight People.
It is important that you interact with others that have a
supportive influence on you and have a similar positive
outlook. Stay away from those negative people who
brighten a room simply by leaving it!
22: Don’t Compromise Good Form.
Youwill derive maximum sustainable benefit from the
work you do in the gym etc. if you focus on good form
rather than letting ego take over and encouraging you
to just add more weight. You should pay particular
attention to performing the exercise or activity as well
as you can. If form is good than you can be expansive
and perform the activity faster and stronger. If the form
is poor, as soon as you increase the speed or loading,
the form will get even worse. Plus you dramatically
increase the possibility of injury. Worth pointing out that
gym work with weights is about PROGRESSIVE
overloading. So make the increases sensible and
appropriate and you will avoid setbacks that will
interrupt your progress.
23:DoPlan andPrepareWell.
Good planning and preparation is the key to success.
Cover everything that is important to the successful
outcome of your training session or competition and
ensure that YOU have taken charge of getting it done.
Don’t rely on somebody else doing something that you
could and should be doing yourself. You must take
responsibility. It is YOUR career journey and YOU must
be in the driving seat! Always ensure that you have
packed appropriately for your training session or
competition. Making sure you have everything that may
be needed for your session or competition will greatly
reduce the risk of failure because you got cold or wet or
hungry etc. It is a useful strategy to learn each time you
needed something that you didn’t have with you by
ensuring that you put it in your kit bag ready for the next
competition etc. This way you will become even better
prepared to give your best in ANY and ALL conditions.
24:Don’t BeBeatenByTheUnexpected.
This is where good planning is so useful because
NOTHING is unexpected if you planned for it! We all
have stories of things that came out of left field to take us

by surprise. Inexperienced competitors can easily be
unnerved and distracted by such events. The super
successful competitors always anticipate and prepare for
the unexpected and take things in their stride.
25:DoBeFlexible andAdaptable.

It is important that rigid thinking does not restrict your actions.
Sometimes you must deviate from your pre-session or pre-
competition plan because the conditions or other factors
demand it. The military recognise that even the best plans
rarely survive first contact. Mike Tyson put it even more
succinctly when he said “Everyone has a plan until they get
punched in the face”.So, sometimes you simply must adapt
and overcome in order to succeed. Championships are not
about jumping high or running fast. They are about who
jumps HIGHEST or runs FASTEST! The objective is to
perform better than your competitors and sometimes it is the
person who adapts and overcomes by ‘managing’ the
conditions that will prevail.
26:Don’t Over Think Things In Competition.
Training time is when we focus on the detail of what we do.
Competition time is when we let it out. In practise we work
with cognitive understanding, where we bring things to a
conscious level in order to improve our understanding and
to facilitate change and improvement. In competition we
should strive for subconscious competence and just let
things flow. In others words, in training we practise what we
do (in competition) and then in competition we do what we
have practised (in training).
27:DoRealiseThat Everything IsBasedonHabit.
We have all heard the adage thatPracticeMakesPerfect
but the more enlightened know that in factPractiseMakes
Permanent.What we are striving to do is overwrite poor
habits with better and more effective ones. That is why
repetition is so important in our training, in order to ingrain
things. Aristotle said, “Wearewhatwe repeatedly do.
Excellence therefore is not an act but a habit.”Smart man.
28:Don’t Let Self DoubtDeter You.
It is very important that you maintain a positive outlook and
that your self-esteem remains favourable. This will keep you
on the pathway to improvement. But, be aware just how
easy it is to let self-doubt affect your confidence and this
quickly becomes an extremely destructive obstacle on your
journey. It is worth pointing out that confidence is often a
function of your worst effort rather than your best. For
instance, if a pole vaulter takes five jumps and on four of
them lands safely in the bed but on one of them takes off
badly and lands dangerously close to the edge of the bed,
which one of the jumps do you think has the most impact on
their mind? It is the poorest effort that stops the vaulter
raising their grip or building their confidence. Confidence is
built on many successful attempts. To be successful we
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needCompetenceANDConfidence to work together to
produce good results.
29:DoMake anEffort toWork onMaintaininga
Positive andMotivatedOutlook.
We all have good days and not so good days (the vagaries
of being human!) It is true to say that NOBODY is UP all the
time. W Somerset Maugham said ‘Only amediocre person
is always at their best.’But we can minimise the poorer days
by staying motivated and optimistic. You CAN and
SHOULD work at this because motivation is not permanent.
But then neither is showering or eating, but you really should
do it on a regular basis!!!
30:Don’t BeDismissive ofNew Ideas or Suggestions.
You should be a sponge AND a sieve. Soak up all the
information, knowledge and input that you can and then sift
through it to determine what is relevant, appropriate and
most helpful for you. You may take in a lot of irrelevant
information before you find something that could make a
significant difference on your journey to reach your goals.
31:DoQuestionWhat YouAreDoingOnaRegular
Basis.
This really doesn’t mean second---guessing yourself. But
making an honest and accurate appraisal of your training
methodology and content on a regular basis will help to
maintain the effectiveness of your efforts and keep you
moving in the right direction. Complacency is rarely a
good platform on which to build success. If something is
obviously not working, then change it!
32:Don’t Let PoorEmotional Control Hold YouBack.
We are all born with the same neurology and learning to
control our nervous system is the key to success. Our
collective senses are bombarded with around five billion
pieces of data every second. It is the Reticular Activating
System (RAS), the portal through which nearly all
information enters the brain that filters what is important
enough for us to respond to and controls how aroused we
become. The Reticular Activating System is the filter
between the conscious and subconscious mind. It
determines what is relevant and important to us. For
example if you define your goals and regularly affirm what
they are, then the Reticular Activating System will filter
thoughts and stimuli that will contribute to the success of
your goals. It is an extremely affective ally and you should
learn to elicit its help and support to bring you success.
Learning to control our nervous system and emotions is
extremely important in the search for success. You can
also learn a lot from watching how successful people
‘manage’ themselves in pressure situations. Whatever
your current level of performance, your ability to control
your nervous system under pressure can be improved. If
something can be learnt then it can be taught, if it can be
taught then it is a skill and skills CAN be improved.

33:DoHelpOthersAlongTheWay.
We all feel better when connected with other people.
Helping other people succeed is extremely satisfying.
Even our greatest moments are not nearly as satisfying if
we don’t have somebody to share them with. It has been
said that you can get pretty much everything you want in
life if you can just help enough other people get what they
want. After all, no matter what you have achieved
SOMEBODY helped you at some point.
34:Don’t Stop Learning.
No matter how long you have been doing something or
how knowledgeable or proficient you become. You should
never stop being receptive to developing your
understanding. Also, be aware that your current
understanding is just that, CURRENT; some months or
years from now your level of understanding or perspective
is likely to change. Such is the nature of growth and
development. Also worth pointing out that there is a great
deal of difference between knowledge and
UNDERSTANDING!
35:DoHaveaClear andSpecificGoal.
Targets are always easier to hit when they are clearly lit
and clearly visible. Be specific and precise with your goals.
It will bring clarity to them, which will in turn, greatly assist
you in achieving them.
36:Don’t Let Setbacks andDisappointmentsCloud
Your Vision.
Everybody suffers from setbacks and disappointments at
some point in their life. But life is not about what happens to
you, it is about how you deal with what happens to you!
Sometimes you simply have no control over things that
happen to you but you CAN control how you deal with them
and that will determine your level of happiness and success.
37:DoKeep It Real.
How we think feel and act is only ever based on our
perception of reality! Things can so easily get misconstrued
or blown out of proportion in our minds and this affects us
emotionally and the emotional response affects the quality
of our actions. The occasional reality check helps us all.
38:Don’t Neglect TheMental Aspect.
It is worth remembering (particularly for technical athletes)
that EVERY training session is a ‘brain training’ session.
You MUST develop your understanding and the connection
between mind and body when practising your event. This is
where isolation drills are valuable. Exercises where you
extrapolate one part of your event and work on specific
movement patterns, before working them back into the
whole activity. If you perform these without a clear mental
focus on how it fits into the whole event then it will severely
limit the effectiveness of the drill. For example, in pole vault
training, when performing the drill you must ‘feel’ the vault in
the drill but when actually pole vaulting in practise you must
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feel the drill in the vault. Developing this area of your training
will greatly increase your effectiveness. Another strategy
when performing a drill is to focus on one body part and
heightening your awareness of what it is doing and how you
are using it. In other words developing the connection
between brain and body part. This goes beyond
proprioception and if developed will also improve skill
acquisition. If you get better at ‘learning’ new drills then you
will be much better placed to learn and understand the more
complex event as a whole.
39:DoUnderstandThat Prevention IsMuchBetter
ThanCure.
If you are in need of Rehab then the damaging injury has
already happened. Obviously not all, but some injuries are
preventable and Prehab is the focus on preventing potential
issues from occurring. You should spend some of your
training time on stability work and exercises that increase
the stability, mobility and functionality of joints etc. Efficient
and full range of movement will minimise the risk of injury.
The phrase ‘Train movements not muscles’ is a good one to
guide your training.
40:Don’t Forget TheSmall Things.
In many ways our bodies are incredible smart but in some
ways not so smart. Often the body will recruit the larger
muscle groups first in order to perform a challenging action.
However, it is the smaller muscles that do most of the
stabilising work. By introducing exercises into your training
programme that focus on small, very specific movements,
you can benefit from a much greater stabilising effect and
this will undoubtedly help to prevent breakdown through
injury. One example, how many people spend time
mobilising and stabilising their feet and ankles? But consider
that in your feet there are 52 Bones, 66 Joints, 214
Ligaments and 38 Muscles and Tendons. Your feet
comprise 25% of your entire skeleton. For such a small body
part they play a vital role. For a 68kg person jogging 5
kilometres the accumulative impact on each foot is around
136,000kg!! Get the picture? Don’t neglect anything, no
matter how small...
41:DoWorkon Improving Postural Stability.
The modern, over used, term ‘Core Stability’ offers a very
limited view of a much larger picture. Stability IS important,
in fact vital, but it is important from fingertips to toes. You can
only effectively (and safely) exert force through stable joints.
Any instability can lead to imbalance and injury issues. Your
ability to maintain good postural stability and postural control
will determine your level of accomplishment when
performing your event. No matter how strong and fast you
become, without good postural stability / control you will not
maximise your ability.
42:Don’t LoadA PoorMovement.
This is an often---neglected aspect of training, particularly in

young athletes. Unless an athlete can perform an action or
movement correctly, that is stable and efficient then the
athlete should not perform the movement using additional
weight or resistance. If somebody cannot perform a basic
squat, then don’t squat with weights. This will inevitably
lead to injury issues. You should strive to perform technical
actions with THE LEAST amount of compensatory
movements. It is these movements that detract from good
form and in many cases are the root cause of injuries.
43: DoElicit TheHelp of Professional Sports Therapists.
As part of your injury prevention management, it will pay
dividends if you receive regular help from a Sports Massage
Therapist to keep soft tissue mobile, relaxed and working
efficiently. Also an Osteopath will help with minor skeletal
adjustments that will maintain healthy alignment of bones
and joints. This is simple to explain. Muscles can only pull
they cannot push and to work a joint it requires an active
muscle to flex the joint and another to extend it. If one of
these muscles becomes tight through training activity then it
may mean the joint becomes misaligned and that could
lead to a potential problem.
44:Don’t RushRecovery.
If you are unfortunate enough to get injured, it is imperative
that your pathway back to full fitness follows a logical
progression. If you become impatient and rush through the
recovery period then you are likely to encounter another
setback. Don’t concern yourself with what you CAN’T do at
any stage as this will undoubtedly lead to frustration. You
should focus on whatever you CAN do on a daily basis and
do it as well as you can. Keep doing this every day and turn
the days into weeks and then months. By continuing this
logical progression you will work your way back to fitness and
eventually be ready to perform at your best again.
45:DoFollowThese ‘R’ Rules.
Following an injury you should follow these simple rules of
progression: 1:REST, 2:REHAB, 3:REBUILD, This
should get you back towards performing again. However, if
your injury was the result (or symptom) of a repetitive
mechanical or technical error, then you MUST also follow
on to Number 4 in the sequence:RE-EDUCATE. Because
if you fall back into poor habits then it is likely that you will
also suffer 5:RE-OCCURANCE!
For example, if you are a pole vaulter and you develop a lower
back issue and then after a period of Rest, Rehab and
Rebuilding, even if you have come back stronger, if you still
continue to take off close or under, then the lower back issue
will inevitably catch you out again.
46:Don’t Rely TooMuchOnExtrinsic Feedback.
All forms of physical learning can be distilled down to three
words:Performance –Feedback –Revision.We perform
the task, we get feedback from a Coach or video etc. and
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then we repeat our effort and based on the feedback we
hopefully improve what we did on the previous attempt.
Modern technology like smart phones and iPads etc. provide
a wealth of facilities to record training and competitive effort
and to instantly play it back for review. These are all useful
forms of feedback and for visual learners can be extremely
helpful. But by far the most potent form of feedback is
intrinsic, which comes from inside of us. If you are acutely
aware of what you have just done (rather than rely totally on
video or verbal feedback from your Coach) then you have a
much better chance of changing it next time. In other words
you are attempting to narrow the gap between what you
think you are doing and what you are actually doing. This is a
very valuable space to be working in and well worth
developing.
47:DoLearn ToControl Your Thinking.
Our brains are very adept at restricting negativity if allowed to
function normally. The brain tends to shut out the Do Not’s
quite naturally. For Example, if I saiddon’t think of a Pink
Elephant. What immediately pops into your head? Exactly...
a Pink Elephant! Similarly, if we tell ourselvesdon’t hit the
ball out of bounds on a golf course many times that is exactly
what will happen. You can and should apply the same
thinking to your own competition strategy. Instead of focusing
on negative outcomes like,don’t knock the bar off. You will
be infinitely more successful if you fill your mind with positive
thoughts like. Just run taller, or plant higher or drive the pole
forwards etc. This kind of thinking will affect the outcome
much more positively. As Humans we have approximately
60,000 random thoughts pop into our head every day. The
good news is that WE can control these. Learning to control
your thinking will in turn control your emotional response and
THAT most definitely affects the quality of our actions. This
mental acuity may take practise but it is will pay dividends.
48:Don’t GetStuck InARut.
Monotony and boredom will inevitably take its toll if things
become stale in your training programme. The effectiveness
of your work will also suffer as the adaptive response
weakens and the psychological connection dilutes. Do keep
things fresh by constantly evaluating what you are doing and
how effective it is in moving you towards your goals. If you
can do things better then change what you are doing.
49:DoTakeTimeToMakeThingsFun.
Becoming successful in competitive sports obviously requires
a great deal of hard work and committed effort. However, your
programme should include some (relevant) fun activities that
provide relief from the repetition. For pole vaulters, some fun
gymnastics or trampette work can provide valuable gymnastic
and body awareness whilst being a relief from normal routine.
50:Don’t StopBelieving.
Your most powerful tool in the pursuit of your goals is the belief
in yourself and that what you are doing is working.... Have

confidence in yourAbility,yourCoachand yourTraining. If
you can conceive it and believe it then you can achieve it...
GOOD LUCK! Copyright© Allan Williams October 2015

Race Walking
By Ian Richards

BMAF 10km road race walking championships Just
3 weeks after the WMA Championships in Lyon the
walkers were back on the road again competing in the
BMAF 10km championship which was held in
Leicester in conjunction with the Jim Sharlott open
10km walk. Results were in line with current form with
Francisco Reiss (M55) wining easily from Ian Richards
(M65) and John Hall (M65). The big surprise, however
came from Scotland’s Andrew Fraser (M45) who had
driven down especially for the race. It was a major
breakthrough for Andrew finishing in 4th place overall.
The hard work that he is putting in to get walking going
in Scotland is not hampering his own personal
progress. Kate Hargreaves (W45) won the ladies race
easily from Maureen Noels (W50) and Ann Wheeler
(W55).
Result: M40: John Constandinou 68:40; M45:
1.Andrew Fraser 58:40; 2 Mark Culshaw 60:51; M50: 1
Colin Vesty 62.56; Mark Byrne 66:38; M55: 1
Francisco Reis 49:07; 2 Hardeep Minhas 67.20; 3
Philip McCullach 71:57; M60: George Simolinski 65:37;
M65: 1 Ian Richards 50:26; 2 John Hall 56:33; 3 Peter
Boszco 58:45; 4 Roger Michell 61:02; M70: Shaun
Lightman 64:21; M75: Arthur Thomson 62:29; W45:
kate Hargreaves 56:03; W50: Maureen Noel 62:17;
W55: Ann Wheeler 69:42;

European Non-Stadia Championships - Vila Real
May 2016

The timetable for these championships has now been
released and can be found on the emacns 2016 web
site.

Unfortunately the effort needed to race in masters race
walking championships has not been recognised with
the 10km being scheduled for the Friday morning
(8.30am M60+ all Women’s races), 10.00am (M35–55)
and the men’s 30km and women’s 20km taking place
on Saturday, the next day, starting at 17.00.

By most people’s standards that is not enough
recovery time and walkers are going to have to choose
which race they want to do or, if they plan to race both,
decide which one to treat as a training walk.
Representations have been made to try to get this
changed but it is very unlikely this will happen.

If walkers can e-mail me at
ianrichards.racewalker@virginmedia.com with their
thoughts on what race(s) they might do, I will work out
what team combinations might be possible as this will
probably have some bearing on what people finally
decide.

mailto:ianrichards.racewalker@virginmedia.com
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Gobi 50km report
Paul Fernandez 8th November 2015

In September I received an invite to run in China's first international ultra race - the
“Changan Ford Kuga Gobi Ultra-Marathon” a 50km race in the Gobi Desert near Jiuquan
City, on the Silk Trail of China’s Gansu Province. The offer included flights from
Heathrow, internal transport and accommodation in China, and race entry. I (obviously)
accepted, although some other British athletes did not (for various reasons). As September
and October passed, details were very scant and I was not sure that the event would go
ahead. With two weeks to go, the event was postponed by two further weeks. I still did not
have any of the paperwork needed to get a visa and had no details about the travel
arrangements, accommodation, or course description. Eventually these came though and I
managed to get my visa with just two days to spare. The organisers produced a website -
eventually it looked as though it was going ahead.

After an early departure on Thursday/October 5th morning, I met up with Walter Hill at
Heathrow. Walter is one of the main figures in GB ultra racing and is highly involved in
selecting and managing the national team for global events. He was originally coming
along as 'team' manager, but as the team consisted of just me, he had also packed his
running kit 'just in case'. Walter has also had a long career himself as a GB ultra runner.
We both could not believe that this trip might actually be happening, and it was not until we
were met at Beijing airport that we were 100% that it was.

Chuping was our chaperone for our trip; she was in charge of looking after the international
'Western' runners - which included runners from USA, Germany, Hungary, amongst others.
We were also to be running against the top Chinese, Japanese and African runners. Our
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travel included a flight to Lanzhou, overnight in a hotel, then high-speed train to Jiguan.
Lanzhou is a medium-sized Chinese city on the banks of the yellow river, with 3 million
inhabitants.

Throughout China the scale of new building was extraordinary. In Lanzhou, I estimate I
saw near to 100,000 new apartments being built. The train station is one of the most
impressive buildings I have ever been into. It was based on an airport, with check
in, luggage scanning, named tickets, passport check-in, and it was vast. It was just one main
room, and Walter and myself jogged a lap - it took 4 minutes 45 seconds, so probably about
1km, more if we had gone to the extreme perimeter.

http://into.it/
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Jiguan is another rapidly expanding city, and was our base for the next few days. On arrival,
at Saturday lunchtime, at our hotel I was shocked to find out that I had been invited to the
press conference as one of the 'famed runners'. I tried to point out that others would be
faster than myself, and so more suitable, but they were adamant I should attend. The press
conference started with the introduction of the important people in the organising
organisation and 'famed athletes'. I was the first athlete to be introduced and, luckily, I had
watched the dignitaries stand up and bow and managed, I hope, to do the same and not
offend anyone. The conference then consisted of addresses from the local organiser, course
director, town mayor, and many others. There were multiple TV cameramen and other
photographers buzzing around filming/photographing everything happening and us sitting
there. For 40 minutes it was a lot of Chinese speeches and us Westerners having to judge
when to clap - I think I got it right. At the end we had to move from our front row seats
onto the stage for the Q&A from the audience. This did not last long due to the rest of the
conference, so the athletes were spared questions, still it was a great experience. After the
press conference came the race brief to all the runners. Many things were mentioned and
the route description made it clear that this would not be a PB course.

The Chinese people were always very welcoming and this continued with the welcome
diner. There was lots of Chinese food, plus traditional Chinese music. It was all very tasty,
but I decided not to eat too much, or stay too long as there was the small matter of a 50km
out in the Gobi desert in the morning! I had my only good night's sleep and woke earlyish
on race day, breakfast was a modest affair and we then encountered our only real problems
on the trip - coach transport to the race start was not running regularly enough and we had
to wait a while. A coach eventually arrived for us, but it was clear that the Japanese team

http://introduces.an/
http://to.do/
http://still.it/
http://brief.to/
http://would.not.be/
http://we.had.to/
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were going to be late, as their coach had not arrived yet. As we drove out into the desert we
started to approach, what looked like, a small village. As we got closer it turned out to
be the race village - it was massive, especially considering there were less than 200 runners.
There were three huge marquees, two large marquees, then the main stage, and much more.
It was also very cold - below freezing in the shade, slightly above in the morning sun, and
colder in our massive marquee due to the cold night air that was trapped inside.

http://to.be/
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The runners prepared themselves, with all sorts of clothing, shoes and gaiters to keep the
sand out. This included a lot of them using packaging tape to try to keep the sand out. I
resisted all the fads, and was planning to run in vest, shorts and racing flats. Walter had
managed to get a number to run and had arranged that we could represent GB masters, and
so we both wore our GB masters vests. We went to the start line and joined the throng. The
Chinese spectators were very enthusiastic and we were all being asked to be the focus of
their photos/selfies. Around 20 photos later I decided that I should really get closer to the
start line and also into the middle of the crowd as it was so cold (still below freezing). Then
it soon became apparent that the Japanese had not yet arrived and so the start was delayed
by one hour. We all ran back to our tent and put on copious layers of warm kit. I took the
opportunity to take some photos around the race village, including the Ford cars on display
from the race sponsors, the Chinese traditional band, and I was accosted for a few more
'selfies'. Final preparations done, again, we were back on the start line and set off at 10.00.

The first two km were uphill and relatively firm, I completed those at 9.5 mph and was in
15th place. Then the sand started getting looser, some of it had the same consistency as ash,
and there were constant undulations. Even though I was putting in consistent effort, I
completed the second 2km at 7.5 mph. The next 11km were very tough - the undulations
got larger, the sand banks were between 1 and 15 metres tall. I had to constantly assess the
ground and chose every footstep judiciously. That said, I could not run without looking at
the stunning scenery. To our left were steep sand stone cliffs, and to our right the flat

http://tape.to.try.to/
http://back.to/
http://icomltex.those.at/
http://some.of.it/
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desert stretched away for hundreds of miles. We were truly out in the Gobi, and it was a
great privilege.

Help was always close at hand with volunteers every few metres along the route, which was
marked every 50 metres by wooden pegs in the ground. As we progressed towards half way
there were opportunities for us to run in the compressed tracks of a tractor, which made
moving more efficient. I came up on two Chinese runners at 5km and then we ran together
for a long time. It felt as though they had been instructed not to let me past them as they did
whatever I did. At one point I changed the track that I was running in, they followed, I then
decided to change back, they followed. On the dunes I was slower then them going up, they
appeared to wait for me at the top, they even seemed to stumble when I did! I got to
halfway at 1:56, in comparison, if this had been a road race I would have done those 25km
in 1:32.

http://for.us/
http://not.to/
http://for.me.at/
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At 27km we got onto our first 'hard' substrate - a stony road with a gradual incline for about
3km, then tarmac, but that only lasted for a few hundred metres, and then we were back
onto the sand. Footstep placement still remained important and I was getting better at it, but
it was still erratic at times, as sometimes, what looked solid enough, would cave in and you
would have to compensate accordingly. As the kilometres progressed I could see that I was
gaining on one of the Japanese runners, who had overtaken me around 20km, and I
regained that position around 39km. I then focussed in on the next runner in the distance
and managed to catch him, a Chinese runner, around 42 km. At 47km I could see a full
kilometre in front and behind me and could see that there were no runners anywhere near
me, so I decided to coast in for the last couple of miles and savour the terrain views and
sense of achievement from completing this truly gruelling challenge. The race village was
visible once I crossed the final ridge at 48 km and I ran down the hill with a big smile.

As I crossed the line I was greeted with a bit too much Chinese efficiency. The volunteers
had obviously been told that we would be very tired so - medal, then blanket/towel, then
massage tent. In the excitement I even forgot to stop my watch, so knew my time was
roughly 3:52 and that there was a maximum of 8 runners ahead of me - I was very happy
with that performance on that course, and after travelling half way around the worked. I
was then frog marched off to the massage tent, as my ‘minder’ shooed away the hoards of

http://distance.and.managd.to/
http://woul.be/
http://tired.so/
http://stop.my/
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Chinese after another 'selfie' with an athlete. I would have stopped, but I had been told that
there was random drug testing and assumed that the 'strong arm tactics' were to get me to
the drug testing tent asap. Unfortunately I did not have the 'excitement' of drug testing
(maybe next time...) but was being taken to the massage/stretching tent. Once there I
realised what was happening and so managed to resist for a while the 'army' of masseurs
who wanted to contort me in all sorts of directions. After a drink and chat to other runners, I
entered the stretching den and was pushed and pulled in all directions. I managed to get
around the language barrier with screams of 'Ow, that is far enough' and then a complex
signal system including the phrase 'OK', thumbs up, and not screaming! The only problem I
had was my persistent groin injury, which had been aggravated by the soft sandy substrate
and hurt whenever the masseurs moved my leg.

The prize giving was at 14.00, but I nearly missed as I was asked to do so many 'selfies'
with the Chinese - they really were very enthusiastic! Kenyans had taken the top two spots
(both 3hrs30mins) and Jim Walmsley from the USA (who I had suggested take my spot at
the press conference) was third (3hrs37mins). In the ladies race Pamela Veith from
Germany was first (roughly 4hrs25mins – results not out at time of writing this) with the
Chinese taking second and third. My time was 3.52.35, I was third Westerner, second
European, one place and 5 minutes behind Gerrit Wegener (Germany), and pretty sure I
was first V40. Walter finished in 44th place in a time of 5.25.50, and was first V60 we
think (still no detailed results!!)

Post race we headed back to the hotel for the 'Gala Dinner’, which was more great
hospitality from our Chinese hosts, and another disturbed night’s sleep/lying down. Then
came the trains-planes and automobiles to get me back from Jiguan to Abingdon, a mere
36-hour journey, compared with the 48 to get out there.

The whole trip was a truly unforgettable experience. Experiencing the Chinese culture and
hospitality, seeing the rate of growth in China, the race itself and the friends made. When I
committed to go, I thought it would be a unique experience. However, after seeing the
quality of the race organisation, the enthusiasm of the Chinese, experiencing the resources
on offer, and an invite from the organisers to their next event, it might not be as unique as I
originally thought…..

http://and.pulled.in/
http://that.is/
http://asked.to.do/
http://back.to/
http://automobiles.to/
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180, or so, starters
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BMAF Cross Country
Relay Championships.
2015. Words from

Mel James
After three years of competing at the Moorways Stadium,
Derby, date clashes prompted us to explore a move to a
different venue. An offer from Long Eaton RC to host us
was accepted and the 18th BMAF Cross Country Relay
Championships took place on the 24th October 2015. The
course consisted of a one lap circuit of West Park, through
a wooded area returning via a raised flood bank.
Race One.
Women 65+ Men’s teams (All Teams of Three Athletes)
Leg One.
A fine run by host club runner Sarah Harris put Long Eaton
into the lead within the Women’s 35 + age group. Sarah
had a 9 second lead over the second placed team runner
Clare Elms. Clare competing for Dulwich Runners was
having an exceptional run in the 45+ age group, with her
lap time of 11m-14s setting the fastest 45+ lap time of the
day. Telford’s Michelle Clarke was third finisher keeping
them in the hunt for medals, with Heanor‘s Louise Insley
also in close attention.
Rotherham’s Mick Marsters in the 65+ Men’s section did
well to compete with the second placed 45+ woman
Serena Bignell (Home Pierrepoint RC) to give them the first
leg lead, with Blackheath & Bromley’s, Peter Hamilton only
16 seconds behind him.. Sue Rogers in the women’s 55+
age also ensured Welsh Club Prestatyn RC had obtained
an early lead.
Leg Two.
Claire Smith put Heanor RC into first place holding a 29
second lead over Telford AC with Long Eaton holding their
third place. Ros Tabor competing for Dulwich Runners 45+
team, although being in the 65+ age group herself, made
sure her team held on to their Gold medal position.
Prestatyn RC maintained their 55+ women’s lead and in
the men’s 65+ age group Rotherham HAC’s lead was now
only a mere 10 secs over Blackheath & Bromley’s second
position.
Leg Three.
Heanor’s Lisa Palmer had to make sure that she
maintained her small lead, as she was being pursued by
Telford’s English International Claire Martin. Lisa produced
the quickest leg of the day, 10m-54s, despite Claire’s
outstanding 11m-02s to earn Heanor RC their Gold Medals,
with Telford obtaining the Silvers. Host club Long Eaton
receiving the Bronze medals.
Dulwich’s Nicola Richmond safely guided her team home
for their 45+ age group Gold medals, with Holme
Pierrepoint RC and Long Eaton RC receiving Silver and
Bronze. Gaby Waring brought Prestatyn RC home for their
Gold medals within the 55+ age group with Bournville’s
Elzbeita Lepa producing the quickest W55+leg of the day in
14m-16s on this stage. Westbury Harriers received the
Silvers with Long Eaton again obtaining the Bronze medals.
Amazingly Bob Tintager (Rotherham) and Bob Minting
(Blackheath& Bromley) both recorded the same lap time
12m-24s in their battle for the medals, which meant that
Rotherham held their 10 second gap to receive their Gold
medals. Bingley’s Bryan Parkinson ran a storming last leg
to put his club into third place and produce the quickest
M65+ time of the day with 12m-17s.
Race 2. Men 35 + (5 stages) M45+ (5 stages) M55+ (4
stages)
Leg One.

Leicester Coritanian’s Chris Jordan gave their 35+ team a
small lead over Salford Harriers 35’s with Heanor RC
closely following in third place. A fine run by Mansfield
HAC’s Paul Butcher in fourth place overall, put his club in
gold medal position in the 45+ age group with Salford
Harriers just leading the battle for the other positions, with
Redhill RR and Charnwood AC within close contention.
In the 55+ age group, Bedford & Counties Jim McMahon
had a storming run. Jim’s time of 10m-35s not only put him
amongst the younger age group leaders but earned him
the medal for the quickest 55+ lap of the day. Sheffield
RC’s Jed Turner put his club into second place, with
Leamington CAC and Welsh club Denbigh Harriers battling
for the third place, with just three seconds between them.
Leg Two.
Gordon Lee increased Leicester’s lead over Salford to 50
seconds, with Wolverhampton & Bilston’s Daniel Brazier
bringing them into third place. In the 45+ section, Salford
Harrier’s Rodger Allsop regained the lead from Mansfield,
obtaining a 20 second lead with Charnwood AC retaining
their third place. Sheffield RC’s 55+ team, held a slender 4
second lead over Leamington CAC, with Wirral appearing
in the first three for the first time.
Leg Three.
Leicester Coritanians retained their lead over Salford
Harriers. Solid running by Richmond & Zetland’s Tony
Lambert brought them into the battle for third placing
alongside Wolverhampton & Bilston. The quickest lap of
the day saw Mansfield HAC retain their lead in the 45+ age
group. English International Mark Johnson completed his
leg in an amazing 9m-41secs. With Salford H and
Charnwood AC still holding their medal positions. Kevin
Buxton put Wirral AC’s 55+ team into the gold medal
position for the first time with Leamington in second place.
Oxford City was now challenging Sheffield RC for the third
place.
Leg Four.
On the penultimate leg the two leading clubs held their
positions within the 35+ age group. Richmond and Zetland
had also secured their third position. In the 45+ team
competition it was similar with all three leading teams
holding their positions. For the 55+ teams it was their final
leg. Wirral AC held on to their lead to receive the Gold
medals and Sheffield RC came through for the Silvers.
Oxford City finished in Bronze position, pushing
Leamington CAC into fourth place.
Leg Five.
Mark Powell ensured Leicester Coritanians of their Gold
Medals by increasing their lead with the fastest 35+ lap of
the day. Salford Harriers and Richmond & Zealand retained
their positions for the Silver and Bronze medals. In the 45+
age group, Mansfield HAC held off Salford Harriers to
obtain their Golds, with Redhill RR pushing Charnwood AC
into fourth place to receive the Bronze medals.

Many athletes enjoyed the new venue, their feedback has
been complimentary. On behalf of the BMAF, my thanks
go out to Rob Fox and his team at the Long Eaton club for
hosting this successful event, also to all the other bodies
that contributed to the smooth running of it. We are now
also in the healthy position of having two closely situated
venues to choose from to host our 2016 Championships.

Results and Pictures on the BMAF Website.

British & Irish Masters XC
Words Mel James.
Pictures: Ray Thornberry.
It was Ireland’s turn to host this year’s B&I International.
The venue was Santry Demesne Park, Dublin.
Unfortunately for the hosts the conditions at the park were
appalling; the rain persisted throughout the day leaving the
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athletes to contend with a course that was 75% mud. This
didn’t deter from the high quality of competition produced at
this event, though. This event is unique amongst all other
master’s competitions, as this is the only competition
enabling masters the opportunity to compete for their home
countries. For most of our members this is the highest level
of competition that they ever compete in and it is the
highlight of their careers to be selected to represent their
country at this event.
Race One. All Women’s age groups and Men’s age
groups 65+ (over 6k)
Ireland’s Anne Marie McGlynne was a decisive winner in
the W35 age group; she led previous winner England’s
Claire Martin for most of the race and increased her lead in
the closing stages. This was no mean feat as Claire had
won the last five Internationals. Anne Marie had earlier in
the year competed and scored in Ireland’s Senior Women’s
Team that accomplished bronze medals in the European
Cross Country Champs. Claire had the

satisfaction of being the first W40 home, making it her sixth
consecutive age group gold. Whilst Anne Marie was
assisting Ireland’s W35 Team to their Gold Medals, Claire’s
team mates, Louise Rudd and Helen Berry were 2nd and 3rd
in the W40’s making it an England clean sweep for the
W40 Team Gold.
In the W45 age group Jackie Carthy was mirroring Claire
Martin, by leading the Irish Team to a 1, 2, and 3 winning
team score with Annette Kealy and Carmel Crowley
second and third.
England’s Clare Elms led the W50 home with Scotland’s
Fiona Matheson in second place. England’s Gail Griffiths
finished in third place, assisting England to a W50 team
win.
The W55 team gold was also a clean sweep for England
with Claire Donald taking the win, with Monica Williamson
and Sue Becconsall second and third respectively.
Ireland’s Carmel Parnell obtained her eleventh consecutive
age group win in claiming her first title as a 60 year old.

England’s Gail Duckworth and Maggie Statham behind her
did enough to ensure England of the W60 team gold
medals.

Another prolific competitor Angela Copson wearing the
English vest incredibly obtained her eighth consecutive age
group win by taking the W65 title. With team mate Ros
Tabor second and Ireland’s Margaret Glavey third this was
the closest team competition of race one, with Ireland
beating England by one point.
The women’s 70+ age group was only introduced last year.
It is still a challenge for nations to field a team of three
members and although only three complete teams scored
there were individual wins for England’s Dot Fellows (also
helping England to the winning team medals) Betty
Gilchrist for Scotland, with Northern Ireland’s Bridget Quinn
receiving bronze.
In the men’s 65+ age group incorporated within the race,
there was a win for Ireland’s Martin McEvilly, Martin led for
most of the race with Welshman Richard Marks holding
second place. A last lap surge from Ireland’s J.J.Murphy
secured him the silver and Richard the bronze, with Ireland
winning the team medals.
It was the first title for England’s Peter Giles in the 70+ age
group. Previous winner England’s Martin Ford received a
tremendous battle from Gerry Lynch of Northern Ireland in
the quest of the Silver medal. On the home straight Gerry
sprinted past Martin to the line, but he amazingly stopped
before the timing mat and raised his arms in triumph with
Martin running continuing to run through. They were both
given the same chip time 25m-12.88s and it was only after
a photograph scrutinise, that the race referee gave the
decision to Gerry. England successfully won the team gold
medals.
As in the Women’s 70+, the Men’s over 75+ age group was
only in its second year. Peter Covey representing England
had a close race with Scotland’s George Black, winning by
just 4 seconds. George Buckley in third place also helped
England to the team gold medal.

Six wins in a
row for
Claire Martin

7016 Martin Ford, leads Carmel Parnell to
an 11th Victory in a row!

8 wins in a row
for Angela
Copson
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Race 2. Men 50+ to 64. (over 8k)
This was probably the most exciting race of the day.
Wales’s Austin Davies led the race from the gun, with
England’s Andrew Leach and Ben Reynolds prominent in
the leading group alongside Ireland’s Pauric McKinney.
The pace was relentless and with one lap of the four
remaining; it was now going to be decided between just
three athletes. It was still anyone’s race with Austin just
leading from Andrew and Pauric. Pauric somehow found a
renewed energy and led Austin home by just two seconds,
with Ben picking up the bronze. England packed well to
win the team golds.
Ireland’s Tommy Payne led the 55+ age group home, with
a close finish for the silver medal, Scotland’s Neil Thin just
edging out Welshman Ifan Lloyd by just 3 seconds. Ireland
was the successful gold medal winning team.
The 60+ category was a whitewash for Ireland, with Brian
Lynch winning gold. His team mates Mat Shields and Paul
Elliot finishing second and third, ensuring Ireland of
maximum team points.

Race 3. Men 35+ to 49. (over 8k)

It was a two 40+ athletes that triumphed in race three.
England’s Chris Greenwood won by almost half a minute
from Ireland’s Declan Reed, with 35+ Michael Harty also
representing Ireland just three seconds behind to obtain his
age category gold. This was Chris’s third consecutive 40+
age category win. In the 35+ age group, two Englishmen
finished second and third, Adrian Whitwam gaining silver
from Ross Jones by just one second. With four athletes to
score, Ireland was the successful team winner. Third place
40+ went to Ireland’s Ciaran Doherty, this assisted Ireland
to also claim the 40+ team title.
England’s Tim Hartley won the 45+ title with Northern
Ireland’s Eamon White just seven seconds behind. Both
were amongst the leading younger runners, inside the top
fifteen places. This was Tim’s third successive 45+ title.
Peter Matthews representing Ireland received the bronze
medal. England took home the 45+ team title.
Ireland as hosts set the bar high, with really well organised
event that included the very slick presentation evening. It
was the first time that chip timing was used for this event
and this helped to ensure that the results compilation went
smoothly. The hosts on home soil gave England some very
fierce opposition with England winning nine categories to
Ireland’s eight with England retaining both the men’s and
women’s shields plus the overall shield. The only
downside to a great weekend of competition was the
weather.
On behalf of all the BMAF countries that visited Dublin, I
would like to thank Mike Fennell and his IMAA team, for
one of the best ever International weekends. We now look
forward to seeing you all next year at Tollcross Park,
Glasgow on the 12th of November.

W35
1. 3504 Anne Marie McGlynn ROI 20:57 ;
2.3501 Natasha Adams ROI 22:25; 3. 3534 Joasia Zakrewski SCO
22:26; 4. Fionnuala Diver ROI 22:28; 5. Rachel Burns ENG 22:37;
6. Sophie Carter ENG 22:43 7. Johanna Gasgoigne-Owens ENG
22:55; 8.Kate Jacobs ENG 23:28; 9. Denise Logue N/IRE 23:41;
10.Catherine Diver N/IRE 23:50 11; 11 Charlotte Kearney ROI
23:56; 12. Jennifer Forbes SCO 23:59 ; 13. Jodi Smith N/IRE
24:02; 14. Fiona Bussell WAL 24:12; 15. Helen Marshall WAL
24:14; 16. Fiona Dalgleish SCO 24:23; 17. Louise Howells WAL
24:28; 18. Allyson O'Toole N/IRE 24:36;19. Helen Marie Davies
WAL 25:12; 20. Claire Thomson SCO 26:03;

W40
1. Claire Martin ENG 21:48 2. 4013 Louise Rudd ENG 22:04 3.
4011 Helen Berry ENG 22:21 4. Maria McCarthy ROI 22:41 5.
Gerrie Short N/IRE 22:45; 6. Paula Grant ROI 22:57; 7. Sharon
Muir SCO 23:12; 8. Alison Dargie SCO 23:30; 9. Adele Walsh ROI
23:32; 10.Megan Wright SCO 23:37;
11. Julie Butler N/IRE 23:38; 12. Sarah Kearney WAL 23:41; 13.
Sonia Knox N/IRE 23:42; 14. Cath Sibbs ENG 23:43; 15. Sharon
Leetch N/IRE 23:46; 16. Jo Donnelly WAL 23:47; 17. Rhian
Roxburgh WAL 24:10; 18. Rosaleen MacKeown ROI 24:40; 19.
Gillian Sangster SCO 24:46; 20. Rachel Evans WAL 26:09;

W45
1. 4501 Jackie Carthy ROI 22:59; 2. 4502 Annette Kealy ROI
23:07; 3. 4504 Carmel Crowley ROI 23:18; 4. Jane Wassell ENG
23:32; 5. Pauline Thom N/IRE 23:36 ; 6. Clare Jolliffe ENG 23:49;7.
Debbie Matchett N/IRE 23:52; 8. Melissa Wylie SCO 23:54; 9.
Maria Dolan ROI 24:05; 10.Jackie Mc Ginley N/IRE 24:08; 11.
Nicola Gething WAL 24:25; 12. Angela Jones WAL 24:28; 13.
Dianne Henaghan ENG 24:32; 14.Kath Aspen ENG 24:39;
15.Shileen O' Kane N/IRE 24:40; 16. Anya Campbell SCO 24:44;
17. Claire Philips WAL 25:06; 18. Bernadette O'Neill SCO 25:46;
19. Libby Bohemen WAL 25:55; 20. Julia Harris SCO 26:23;

W50
1. Clare Elms ENG 22:43; 2. 5033 Fiona Matheson SCO 22:58; 3.
5012 Gail Griffiths ENG 23:39; 4. Niamh O'Sullivan ROI 23:44; 5
Ann Terek N/IRE 24:10; 6.Sharon Cahill ROI 24:18; 7. Caroline
Wood ENG 24:31; 8. Jackie Halford ENG 24:43 9. Beryl Junnier
SCO 24:54; 10.Hannah Shields N/IRE 24:58; 11. Pamela
McCrossan SCO 25:19; 12. Rhona Anderson SCO 25:49; 13.
Angela O'Connor ROI 25:54; 14. Tracey Williams WAL 25:59; 15.
Emma Collins WAL 26:09; 16. Heather Kelly N/IRE 26:24; 17.4
Aine McNeill N/IRE 26:27; 18. Susan Davies WAL 28:01; 19.
Nicola Haines-Jones WAL 28:39;

W55
1. Claire Donald ENG 23:48; 2. 5514 Monica Williamson ENG
24:21; 3. 5511 Sue Becconsall ENG 24:33; 4. Cath Wheeler WAL
24:34; 5. Ann Nixon WAL 24:42; 6.Isobel Burnett SCO 25:08;
7. Pauline Moran ROI 25:09; 8. Beverley Jackson ENG 25:20; 9.
Sonia Armitage SCO 25:37; 10.Mary Sweeney ROI 25:44; 11.
Phyllis O'Brien SCO 26:16; 12. Joan Hough ROI 26:22; 13. Ann
Sullivan ROI 26:35; 14. Lyndy Eynon WAL 26:44; 15.Morag
Taggart SCO 27:17; 16. Julie Scholey WAL 27:40; 17. Una Gavin
N/IRE 29:29; 18. Mabel Mc Faul N/IRE 32:59;

W60
1. Carmel Parnell ROI 24:37; 2. 6011 Gail Duckworth ENG 26:13;
3. 6013 Maggie Statham ENG 26:25; 4. Susan Weatherburn ENG
26:57; 5. Jane Kerridge SCO 27:27; 6. Mags McCreary ROI 28:01;
7.Ann Saxena WAL 28:17; 8. Liz Bowers SCO 28:21; 9 Mary
Jennings ROI 28:28; 10. Dawn Kenwright WAL 28:36; 11.Jane
Morley ENG 28:37; 12. Carmel MacDomhaill ROI 28:44; 13.
Linden Nicholson SCO 29:51; 14.Jan Fellowes SCO 30:21
15.Caroline Dallimore WAL 31:07; 16.Margrett Monk WAL 31:22;
17.Maureen Oliver N/IRE 35:18; 18. Eileen Stewart N/IRE 38:26;

W65
1. Angela Copson ENG 25:47 2. 6512 Ros Tabor ENG 26:58 3.
6501 Margaret Glavey ROI 27:23 4. Hazel Bradley SCO 28:13; 5.
Christine Birch WAL 28:49; 6. Phyllis Browne ROI 29:35; 7. Joan
Coyle ROI 29:43; 8. Roisin Lynch ROI 30:03; 9. Ann James WAL
30:12; 10. Margaret Docking WAL 31:11; 11. Shelagh Adkins WAL
31:19; 12. Phyllis Lemoncello SCO 33:47; 13. Ann Bath SCO
34:11; 14. Brenda Robinson ENG 38:11;

W70
1. Dot Fellows ENG 29:08; 2. 7032 Betty Gilchrist SCO 32:03; 3.
7021 Brigid Quinn N/IRE 32:09; 4. Kathleen O'Brien ROI 32:14; 5.
Pauline Rich ENG 32:48; 6. Anne Docherty SCO 32:53;
7. Carol Farrington WAL 32:59; 8. Lesley Bowcott ENG 33:55; 9.
Pam Benson ROI 34:25; 10. Ann Woodlock ROI 35:12; 11. Brenda
Jones WAL 35:57; 12. Mary Holmes ENG 37:23; 13. Pauline
Thomas WAL 38:23; 14. Annie Conroy WAL 38:42; 5. Geradine
Walsh ROI 42:20;

A great win
for Chris
Greenwood



CROSS COUNTRY

30

M35
1. 3506 Michael Harty ROI 26:03; 2. 3520 Adrian Whitwam ENG
26:15; 3. 3517 Ross Jones ENG 26:16; 4. Stuart Maloney ROI
26:20; 5. Michael McMahon ROI 26:23; 6. Tim Twoomey ROI
26:32; 7. Martin Williams SCO 26:34; 8. Chris Smith ENG 26:48; 9.
John Dunne ROI 26:55; 10. Stephen Paterson WAL 27:09; 11.
Niall Sheil ROI 27:25; 12. Chris McGuinness N/IRE 27:31; 13.
Colin Thomas SCO 27:33; 14. Neill Weir N/IRE 27:40; 15. Brian
McGarrity SCO 27:42; 16. Stuart Hawkes ENG 27:58; 17. David
Henderson SCO 28:06; 18. Ben Morrow N/IRE 28:09; 19. Gareth
Lyons N/IRE 28:34; 20. Andrew Harkins SCO 28:38; 21. Gavin
Gates WAL 28:51; 22. Barrie Atkinson N/IRE 28:56; 23.
Christopher Moren N/IRE 29:07; 24. Matt Pyatt ENG 29:23; 25.
Stuart Crees WAL 29:48; 26. Kevin Jeffress ENG 30:09; 27.
Stephan Davies WAL 33:54

M40
1. 4015 Christopher Greenwood ENG 25:33; 2. 4009 Declan Reed
ROI 26:00; 3. 4005 Ciaran Doherty ROI 26:21; 4. Brian McCluskey
ROI 26:46; 5. Huw Evans WAL 26:56; 6. Colin Snook ENG 26:58;
7. Kenny Campbell SCO 27:18; 8. Julian Richardson ENG 27:24; 9.
Niall Lynch ROI 27:35; 10. Peter O'Sullivan ROI 27:39; 11. Michael
O'Connor ROI 27:45; 12. Terry Scott ENG 28:05; 13. Phil Sanders
ENG 28:11; 14. Chris Greenhalgh SCO 28:27; 15. Michael Bennett
N/IRE 28:37; 16. A N Other WAL 28:39; 17. Matt Jacklin WAL
28:45; 18. Gordon Barrie SCO 28:48; 19. Stephen Allan SCO
28:49; 20. Stephen Campbell SCO 28:53; 21. Stephen Morris
N/IRE 29:05; 22. Justin Thomas ENG 29:29; 23. Alex Brennan
N/IRE 29:30; 24. Louis O'Hare SCO 29:32; 25. Richard Johnson
WAL 29:57; 26. Francis Tumelty N/IRE 29:59; 27. Sam Ryall WAL
30:13; 28. Matt Hurford WAL 30:14; 29. Roger Pannell N/IRE
30:19; 30. Richard Agnew N/IRE 30:20;

M45
1. Tim Hartley ENG 26:41; 2. 4525 Eamon White N/IRE 26:48; 3.
4509 Peter Matthews ROI 27:03; 4. Mark Johnson ENG 27:17; 5.
Gary Henderson N/IRE 27:22; 6. Kevin O'Connor ROI 27:32; 7.
Kerry Wilson SCO 27:40; 8. Iain Twaddle ENG 27:47; 9. Darren
Newbould ENG 27:57; 10. Philip Tweddie N/IRE 27:59; 11. Tony
Reilly ROI 28:02; 12. Karl Spielmann ENG 28:06; 13. David Smith
ENG 28:20; 14. Frank Hayes ROI 28:30; 15. Cathal McLaughlin
N/IRE 28:39; 16. Dermot McElhinney N/IRE 28:39; 17. Darren
Rowlands WAL 28:46; 18. Nigel McKibben N/IRE 29:05; 19. Noel
Marum ROI 29:11; 20. Kenny MacPherson SCO 29:16; 21. Greg
Hastie SCO 29:22; 22. Lee Aherne WAL 29:32; 23. David Hogg
SCO 29:39; 24. Ian Johnston SCO 29:41; 25. Howard Elliott SCO
30:12; 26. John Ford WAL 30:47; 27. Stuart Kennedy ROI 31:12;
28. Damien Williams WAL 31:12; 29. Gary Blackwell WAL 31:17;

M50
1. 5010 Pauric McKinney ROI 26:39; 2. 5045 Austin Davies WAL
26:41; 3. 5017 Andrew Leach ENG 26:48; 4. Ben Reynolds ENG
27:29; 5. Scott Smith-Bannister ENG 27:44; 6. Paul Whittingham
ENG 27:56; 7. Damien Martin ROI 27:58; 8. Mark Gleeson ROI
28:16; 9. Aengus Burke ROI 28:22; 10. Phelim Glynn ROI 28:25;
11. Phil Parry ENG 28:33; 12. Paul Butcher ENG 28:43; 13. Dale
Mathers N/IRE 28:49; 14. James Buchanan SCO 28:51; 15. Mike
Pfeiffer WAL 28:57; 16. Eddie Newman ROI 29:07 17. Peter Coles
WAL 29:09; 18. Craig Hutchinson N/IRE 29:18; 19. James Wallace
N/IRE 29:33; 20. Noel Connor N/IRE 29:36; 21. Ted Gourley SCO
29:54; 22. Bernard Brady N/IRE 29:56; 23. Roystone Whitehouse
WAL 30:02; 24. Alan Derrick SCO 30:05; 25. Rob Sheen WAL
30:26; 26. Chris Upson SCO 30:44; 27. Nat Glenn N/IRE 30:53; 28.
Rob Hunt WAL 31:07; 29. Duncan MacFadyen SCO 32:12;

M55
1. 5505 Tommy Payne ROI 28:18; 2. 5537 Neil Thin SCO 28:41; 3.
5545 Ifan Lloyd WAL 28:44; 4. Michael Bridgeland ENG 29:10; 5.
Colin Feechan SCO 29:16; 6. Martin McDonald ROI 29:27; 7.
Laurence Johnson N/IRE 29:28; 8. Paul Merrison ENG 29:28; 9.
Ger Maloney ROI 29:30; 10. David Clarke N/IRE 29:39; 11. Colin
Bishop ENG 29:47; 12. Tom O'Connor ROI 29:49; 13. Chris ROI
ENG 29:53; 14. Peter Osbourne WAL 29:55; 15. Gordon Jones
WAL 29:57; 16. Robert McLennan SCO 30:03; 17. Paul Thompson
SCO 30:27; 18. David James WAL 30:43; 19. John Patience
N/IRE 31:11 20. Norman Mawhinney N/IRE 31:20;

M60
1. 6005 Brian Lynch ROI 29:29; 2. 6008 Mat Shields ROI 29:37; 3.
6006 Paul Elliot ROI 30:11; 4. Dave Cox ENG 30:35; 5. Stan
Owen ENG 30:38; 6. Philip Quibell ENG 30:53; 7. Andy McLinden
SCO 31:06; 8. Alastair Dunlop SCO 31:15; 9. Austin Soane ENG
31:30; 10. Gerry O'Doherty N/IRE 31:35; 11. Tony Martin SCO
31:41; 12. Eamonn McEvoy ROI 31:49; 13. Stephen Jones WAL
32:00; 14. Andy Law SCO 32:03; 15. Rob Evans WAL 32:46; 16.
Peter Lilburn N/IRE 33:14; 17. Kevin Hefketh WAL 33:20; 18. Ray

Curran N/IRE 33:43; 19. John Aggleton WAL 33:50; 20. Jim
Newberry N/IRE 33:56;

M65
1. 6505 Martin McEvilly ROI 23:21; 2. 6506 J.J.Murphy ROI 23:40;
3. 6545 Richard Marks WAL 24:10; 4. Terry Eakin N/IRE 24:24; 5.
Mark McNally ENG 24:44; 6. Peter Whitcomb ENG 24:53; 7. Alex
Sunderland SCO 24:54; 8. Pat O'Shea ROI 25:02; 9. Richard
Piotrowski ENG 25:11; 10. Barry Potts ROI 25:32; 11. Robert
Marshall SCO 25:33;12. Roy Treadwell ENG 25:38; 13. Charles
Meban N/IRE 26:32; 14. Colin Youngson SCO 26:39; 15 Barry
Morris N/IRE 26:56; 16. Paul Allen WAL 27:06; 17. Mike Davies
WAL 27:33; 18. Dic Evans WAL 27:45; 19. David Nicholson N/IRE
27:53; 20. Hamish Cameron SCO 28:29;

M70
1. Peter Giles ENG 24:56; 2. 7025 Gerry Lynch N/IRE 25:12; 3.
7016 Martin Ford ENG 25:12; 4. John Horton ENG 26:19; 5. Bob
Young SCO 26:27; 6. Stewart McCrae SCO 26:36; 7. Gordon
Orme WAL 26:58; 8. William Allen ENG 27:02; 9. Pete Cartwright
SCO 27:12; 10. David Seaton N/IRE 27:26; 11. Pat Healy ROI
27:46; 12. Pat Bonass ROI 28:00; 13. Gibson Fleming SCO 28:56;
14. Fred Murdoch N/IRE 29:10; 15. Terry Mee ROI 29:11; 16.
Peter Moody WAL 29:16 ;17. Jim Platt N/IRE 31:01; 18. Barrie
Roberts WAL 32:01; 19. David Hawcroft ROI 35:27;

M75
1. Peter Covey ENG 28:47 2. 7535 George Black SCO 28:51 3.
7516 George Buckley ENG 29:14 4. David Moorekite ENG 29:19 5.
Jim McNamara ROI 29:39 6. Watson Jones SCO 29:55 7. Sean
Cooney ROI 30:24 8. Walter McCaskey SCO 31:56 9. Roger
Rushe ROI 32:21 10. Hugh Young N/IRE 32:28 11. Roger
Harrison-Jones WAL 32:56 12. Dave Hghes WAL 33:38 13.
Edmond Simpson ENG 33:52 14. Bill Murray SCO 34:31 15.
Tadhg Twoomey ROI 34:51 16. Syd Wheeler WAL 38:09

OPEN RACE:
1 Steven McMahon M35 ENG 21:15; 2 Phil Gould M35 ENG
0:21:26; 3 Liam Dunne M40 ROI 0:21:42; 4 Andy Howey M50
ENG 0:21:55; 5 Tony Dunn M50 ENG 0:22:01; 6 Matt Hibberd
M35 ENG 0:22:03; 7 John Smithurst M75 ENG 0:22:07; 8 Kevin
O'Boyle M35 N/IRE 0:22:28; 9 Sammy Rashid M50 ENG 0:22:40;
10 Martin Keane M70 ROI 0:23:09; 11 Ian Barnes M75 ENG
0:23:09; 12 Nick Jacobs M35 ENG 23:20; 13 Kathryn Casserly
W35 ROI 0:23:42; 14 Jon Hartley M45 ENG 0:23:56; 15 Thomas
Leitch M40 N/IRE 0:24:02; 16 Lucy Hodgson W40 ENG 0:24:15;
17 David Norman M55 ENG 0:24:26; 18 Richard Grant M60 ENG
0:24:34; 19 Mick Page M60 ENG 0:24:54; 20 Robert Wilson M55
N/IRE 25:00; 21 Anthony Barbat M55 ENG 0:25:03; 22 Richard
Guy Smith M35 ENG 0:25:19; 23 Ronan Kearney M40 ENG
0:25:25; 24 Stewey Bell M45 ENG 0:25:28; 25 116 John Todd M65
ROI 0:25:37; 26 Maureen McCarthy W50 ENG 0:25:45; 27 Cheryl
Oakshott W50 ENG 0:25:46; 28 Alex Rowe M55 ENG 0:25:59; 29
Oliver Cook M45 ENG 0:26:12; 30 Kerry Storrar W40 ENG 0:26:18;
31 Brian Todd M60 N/IRE 0:26:21; 32 Sue Phillips W50 ENG
0:26:37; 33 Ger Quigley SW 0:26:37; 34 Jennifer Reid W40 SCO
26:51; 35 Annette Kehoe W50 ROI 0:26:57; 36 Phil Helm M45
ENG 0:27:05; 37 Sian Finley W45 ROI 0:27:17; 38 Jerry Cook
M50 ENG 0:27:21; 39 Christine Anthony W50 ENG 0:27:24; 40
Peter Banks M65 ENG 0:27:25; 41 John Exley M65 ENG 0:27:26;
42 Siobhan McArdle W45 ROI 0:27:28; 43 Barbara Knox W50
Scotland 0:27:58; 44 Harry Matthews M65 ENG 0:28:18; 45
Susanna Allen W50 N/IRE 0:28:30; 46 Elaine Hogg W45 Scotland
0:28:33; 47 Claire Connor W50 N/IRE 0:28:44; 48 Christine Murray
W45 N/IRE 0:29:20; 49 Archie Jenkins M60 SCO 0:29:43;

TEAMS
W35: 1 ROI 7; 2 ENG 18; 3 SCO 31;
W40: 1 ENG 6; 2 ROI 19; 3 SCO 25;
W45: 1 ROI 6; 2 N/IRE 22; 3 ENG 23;
W50: 1 ENG 11; 2 SCO 22; 3 ROI 23;
W55: 1 ENG 6; 2 WAL 23; 3 SCO 26;
W60: 1 ENG 9; 2 ROI 16; 3 SCO 26;
W65: 1 ROI 16; 2 ENG 17; 3 WAL 24;
W70: 1 ENG 14; 2 ROI 23; 3 WAL 31;
M35: 1 ROI 16; 2 ENG 29; 3 SCO 52;
M40: 1 ROI 18; 2 ENG 27; 3 SCO 58;
M45: 1 ENG 22; 2 N/IRE 32; 3 ROI 34;
M50: 1 ENG 18; 2 ROI 25; 3 WAL 57;
M55: 1 ROI 16; 2 SCO 22; 3 ENG 28;
M60: 1 ROI 6; 2 ENG 15; 3 SCO 26;
M65: 1 ROI 11; 2 ENG 20; 3 SCO 32;
M70: 1 ENG 8; 2 SCO 20; 3 N/IRE 26;
M75: 1 ENG 8; 2 SCO 16; 3 ROI 21;
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Veterans Travel 

 

EUROPEAN MASTERS INDOOR 
ATHLETICS CHAMPS  

           Final Programme  
           Bulletin December 2015  

 

 TOUR CODE:  TFVET / ITA1 
 

 

 

ANCONA 
ACCOMMODATION  

All taxes Included 

 

 

Prices Per Room 
 Per Night from: 

 

 

HOTELS – on BB basis 
 

  Single 
 

Twin / Dbl 
 
 
 

A1 4* SEEPORT 
 
 
 

£ 105 
 
 
 

£ 129 
 
 

  

A2 3* HOTEL CITY £   65 £   89 
 
 
 

£   99 
 
 
 

A3 3* CONCORDE 

 
 
 

£   75 

 
 
 

 

Prices include return hotel – stadium – hotel trans fers.  
Please note that the organisers are not offering this service to 

independently booked accommodation.  
 

 

 

FLIGHTS TO ANCONA ex UK fares from:  
 

Airport located 25 minutes from the city centre hot els  
 
 

Departing              Return Fare:               F light Timings 
 
 

Stansted             from £ 359          Out  06.30 / 09.55 hrs  
Direct  to Ancona  incl 15 kg              Ret  10. 20 / 11.45 hrs  
 
 
 

Heathrow           from £ 195           Out  16:25 / 22:20 hrs  
via Rome               incl. 20kg               Ret   12:00 / 19:10 hrs  
 
 
 
 

Direct flights from Stansted to PESCARA Airport 
located 1 ¾ hrs from Ancona are also available – wi th 
fares from £ 259-279 with transfers by bus and rail   
 

Direct flights from Stansted, Gatwick, Bristol, 
Manchester & Edinburgh to BOLOGNA Airport located 
1 ¾ hrs from Ancona are also available – with fares  
from £ 159-279 with transfers by bus and rail   
 
 
 

 

 
 

AIRPORT TRANSFERS – prices are one way  
 
 
 

From / to  ANCONA Airport     from    £ 25 pp car or bus  
From / to  PESCARA Airport    from   £ 30 pp bus & rail 

From / to  BOLOGNA Airport  from   £ 30 pp bus & rail 
 

Final transfer prices will depend upon client numbe rs – 
Ancona prices are pre-booked based on 2 sharing and  
from Pescara individuals booking bus / rail to Anco na  

 

          WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
 

 
 

 
 

 

ANCONA - Italy    
 

29 Mar - 03 Apr   2016 
 

This winter’s EMAC indoor championship event is being held in the Italian city of Ancona 
situated on the Adriatic coast. All of the indoor events will take place at Palaindoor Arena 
in Ancona, which was inaugurated in 2005. This competition venue is positioned on the 
outskirts of the city approximately 5 km from the centre. 
 

ACCOMMODATION PACKAGE OPTIONS:  
We are offering three properties to cater for varying budgets. The first two hotels are 
located in the city centre just within10 minutes walk from each other. The third is situated 
on the outskirts of Ancona.  Transfer buses travelling to and from the Indoor Stadium will 
run from ALL three of our offered hotels. The prices for these hotels are per room per 
night  and include breakfast each day and daily hotel to stadium transfers. These prices 
and room allotments have been directly negotiated with the organising committee – 
please note that in general room availability acros s the city is very limited. 
 

A1   4* HOTEL SEEPORT - Located in Ancona city centre opposite the seaside, and 
just a 15-minute walk from the train station. Each room comes with a satellite flat-screen 
TV and air conditioning. A hairdryer and free toiletries are included in the private 
bathroom. Free WiFi access is available in all areas. The hotel also offers a sea-view 
restaurant and terrace overlooking the harbour.  
Located 4 km from the Arena  / approx. 10-15 minute s bus transfer 
 
 

A2   3* HOTEL CITY - This hotel is situated just a few steps from the pedestrian area of 
the city centre and a 10 minutes’ walk from the harbour. It offers air-conditioned rooms, a 
private garage and free Wi-Fi access throughout. Each room offers an LCD TV with 
satellite channels and a private bathroom with a hairdryer and free toiletries.  
Located just 4.5 km from the Arena / approx. 15-20 minutes bus transfer 
A3   3* Sup CONCORDE HOTEL  - Located outside of Ancona but with excellent 
motorway and rail connections to Ancona city centre. The hotel features an outdoor pool 
with hydro-massage and Wi-Fi is free throughout. Adjacent to a retail and light industrial 
area the Concorde is entirely renovated. Rooms come with air conditioning and a satellite 
TV. The bar is open 24 hours a day, and the Da Saverio restaurant offers local and 
international dishes. Located 10 km from the Arena / approx. 15-20 mins b us transfer 
 
 
 
 

We have secured an allotment in these hotels for BM AF athletes but due to the 
limited availability of rooms in city centre hotels , these will be allocated on a “first 

come first served basis” – late booking requests ma y be offered alternative 
suburban accommodation in the event that these opti ons are fully booked.  

 

Hotel to Stadium return transfers are provided for all of our offered hotels . 
 
 
 

 

======================================================================================================================== 
 

2016 ANCONA EUROPEAN  MASTERS INDOOR  CHAMPS BOOKIN G FORM: 
 

  
CLIENT NAME: 

 
_______________________________________________ 

 
Date Deposit Received: 

 
_________________ 

  
ADDRESS: 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Deposit £ _________  

  
 

 
________________________________________________________________ Post Code  _____________________  

 
 

TELEPHONE: 
 

Day:_____________________ Mobile: _________________ __ 
 

Email: __________________________________  
 

 

I wish to book for the T&FT 2016 Ancona European Ma sters Athletics Championships Tour. An Accommodatio n Deposit of £ 100 per person is 
enclosed for the Hotel Package Option and duration as requested. My / our preferred flight option requ est is as detailed – upon confirmation of flights 

full payment will be required for all flight bookin gs. Hotel balance and airport transfers final payme nt will be due 8 weeks prior to departure.  
 

                                                                       MY / OUR BOOKING CHOICES ARE:          PHOTOCOPIES OF FORM ACCEPTED 
 

 

ANCONA  
 
 

ACCOMMODATION: 

 

Arrival Date :  __________________  staying for ___ ___ nights 
 
 

A1  4* SEEPORT 
 

[    ]  
   

       A2  3* HOTEL   CITY 
 

[    ]  
   

       A3  3* Sup CONCORDE 
 

[    ] 
 

  
ddfs0 

ROOM TYPE: 
 

Single Room  
 

[    ]  
 

         Twin / Double Room 
 

[    ]  
 

  
  

 

FLIGHT OPTION: 
 

Outbound date: _______  from _________________  (UK  airport) to _________________(Italy)   Return date  ___________ 
 

Traveller(s) Name(s) 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  

 

ACCOMMODATION  DEPOSIT:  
 

  ____    x 
 

£ 100 per person  =  £_____  
 

 
 

   Please make cheques payable to “Track & Field To urs” 
 

 

CREDIT / DEBIT CARD No:                      
 

 

Card Expiry Date: ____________________ 
 

Security Code:    
 

Please Tick Card Type:  DEBIT  
 

CREDIT   
 

 
 

 

CLIENT SIGNATURE:  ________________________________ ___________________  DATE: ____________________________________________ 
 
 

 

TRACK & FIELD TOURS     TRACK & FIELD HOUSE     66 FRYERNING LANE         Tel: 01277 354377 
www.trackandfield.co.uk                      INGATESTONE    ESSEX    CM4 0NN      email:info@trackandfield.co.uk  

 

 


